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We are pleased to submit the Traffic Safety Study Report for the City of 
Shenandoah, Iowa. 
This report contains a written and graphical accounting of the data, analyses, 
conclusions, recommendations and the reasons for those recommendations. 
The recommendations are based upon a careful study of the accident history 
and the traffic control devices currently utilized by the city on its street sys-
tem, and are made in the belief that their implementation will benefit traffic 
safety in Shenandoah. 
We wish to thank you, the City staff, the Iowa Department of Transportation, 
Division of Highways, and the Federal Highway Administration for the assistance 
and cooperation during the course of this study. We sincerely hope that this 
report will be a useful guide towards the betterment of traffic safety in the City 
of Shenandoah. 
Respectfully, 
HENNlNGSON , DURHAM & RICHARDSON 
Vice President 
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PART I 
IN"TRODUCTibN 
The contents of this report document the study efforts undertaken 
towards the purpose of improving traffic safety and reducing accidents on 
the city streets of Shenandoah . 
In PART II the scope of the study is defined. The basic methodology 
is outlined, and the work tasks to which that procedure was applied are de-
scribed. The extent of the involvement of the community in the study is 
also summarized. 
PART III contains a review and informal inventory of existing traffic 
conditions and traffic control devices currently in use on the City's street 
system as well as an overview of the available accident history. 
In PART IV, the various elements of the existing system of traffic 
controls are analyzed for suitability, conformance, completeness, and uni....: 
formity. Where deficiencies or other conditions were noted, appropriate 
improvements and modifications were developed and are supplemented by 
sketches for clarity. 
PART V of the report provides a summary of the various recommenda-
tions developed in PART IV, including a priority listing, an estimate of im-
provement costs, and a discussion of various sources of funding for the im-
plementation of the recommended improvements. 
The APPENDIX contains material supplemental to the report, includ-
ing acc i d e nt collision diagrams and traffic flow diagrams. 
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PART II . 
SCOPE OF STUDY 
In recognition of the high incidence of traffic accidents and growing 
traffic demands on its streets, the City of Shenandoah applied for and re-
ceived a grant for a Traffic Safety Study. This study was funded by the 
Iowa State Highway Commission (ISHC) and the Federal Highway Adminis-
tration under Highway Safety Program Standard 13, issued in accordance 
with the Highway Safety Act of 1966. 
The prime objective of this study was to develop measures for the 
improvement of traffic safety on city streets. This was to be accomplished 
by the application of accepted traffic engineering practices, principals, and 
standards to the physical elements of the existing street system and the 
operational elements of the traffic control devices which regulate traffic on 
that street system. 
Study Approach 
The basic study approach was a three-phase process involving the 
following steps: 
( 1) Survey of existing traffic conditions, traffic control 
devices, and accident history. (data collectiqn). 
(2) Evaluation of existing sys tern and controls to identify deficien-
cies and develop solutions. (analysis). 
(3) Formulation of suggested improvements and guidelines 
for implementation. (recommendations) 
Il-l 
This study procedure was applied to a set of study work tasks which 
were formulated in response to the traffic safety and circulation needs of 
the City. These work tasks comprise the following items: 
a. Review of existing traffic control devices, including the 
proper usage, adequacy, conformance, and placement of 
regulatory and warning signs, traffic signals and beacons, 
and pavement markings. For any deficient or non-conforming 
traffic control usages, changes or additions to upgrade 
traffic controls to standards are developed. 
b. Study of the existing street system to determine where 
traffic operational changes could be made to enhance traffic 
safety and circulation. 
c. Review of existing on-street parking to include type, location, 
clearances, compatibility with adjacent traffic lanes. 
d. Investigation of accident tabulations and motor vehicle acci-
dent reports to identify locations with excessive incidence of 
accident involvement. Accident collision diagrams and field 
data (controls, geometries, sight distances, lighting, park-
ing regulations, and so on) are then reviewed to develop correc-
tive measures to reduce accident occurrence. 
e. Study of unusual or potential problem locations, such as multi-
legged intersections, railroad crossings, and school crossings 
t o determine if any engineering treatments could be made to 
improve safety. 
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This report documents existing traffic control device usages and 
on-street conditions, evaluation and analysis of identifiable operational and 
physical deficiencies and needs, and the development of recommendations 
to correct deficiencies and meet the traffic safety needs of Shenandoah. 
Study Area 
The study area is generally confined to the street and roads within 
the corporate limits of the City of Shenandoah (FIGURE 1 ). Exceptions are 
made where intersections and streets lie partially within the City limits or 
where traffic controls or roadway geometries outside the City limits have a 
bearing upon traffic safety within the City limits. 
Community Involvement 
Although the time period for conducting the study was only a few months, 
efforts were made during the course of the study to solicit the opinions and 
thoughts of City officials, businessmen, school officials, police, and other 
interested parties. The joint Chamber of Commerce - City Parking Study 
Committee, was a primary contact during the course of the study. 
The function of the working relationship with local groups and officials 
was two-fold. First, it opened an additional channel for input of information 
to the study. Second, it enabled those interested in the study on a local level to 
be better informed of the progress of the study. The dual function of these 
contacts was very helpful in carrying out the study. 
In the course of the study, conversations and meetings were held with 
the following parties: 
II-3 
City of Shenandoah 
City Manager- Clerk 
Chief of Police 
Parking Meter Patrolman 
Streets Department 
Joint Chamber of Commerce/City Parking Study Committee 
Vice President, Chamber of Commerce 
Resident Maintenance Engineer, Iowa State Highway Commission 
Business Manager, and Elementary Principal, 
Shenandoah Community Schools 
Several Downtown Businessmen 
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PART III 
EXISTING TRAFFIC CONDITIONS 
The City of Shenandoah, lying in the valley of the East Nishnabotna 
River on the west edge of Page County, has a population approaching 7, 000 
persons. Because of its good geographical location on three major high-
ways, U.S. Highway 59 and State Highways 2 and 48, the City is an im-
portant trade center for the rich agricultural lands surrounding it. 
Street System 
The existing street network is arranged generally in an irregular 
grid pattern, with several diagonally-oriented streets further altering the 
grid. Multi-legged intersections of varying configuration occur along these 
diagonal streets. Such an arrangement tends to break up the monotony of 
a regular grid system, but conversely, it is characterized by some unusual 
intersections. 
The principal links in the City street system are depicted in FIGURE 
2, as derived from The Comprehensive Plan for the City. The primary streets 
are Fremont Street (U.S. 59), Sheridan Avenue between U.S. 59 and down-
town (S. H. 48), Sycamore Street, S. H. 48 north of Ferguson Road, Elm Street 
between downtown and Nishna Road, Anna Crose Highway, and portions of 
Thomas Street, Lowell Street, Railroad Street, Willow Street, and Clarinda 
Avenue in the downtown area. 
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The other principal artery is Sheridan A venue from Fremont Street 
to Center Street. It is the major east-west street, carrying traffic from 
U.S. 59, S. H. 2, and S. H. 48 into and through the downtown area. Moderately 
high volumes on Sheridan Avenue are sustained at about 5, 900 vehicles per 
day (VPD) between Fremont Street (U.S. 59) and Blossom Street. East of 
downtown, volumes diminish to 2, 640 VPD east of Center Street north on 
Center Street along S. H. 48, the volume is 3, 000 dropping to nearly 2, 900 at 
the north City limits. Intersection turning movement diagrams are located 
in the APPENDIX of this report. 
A history of the traffic volumes on U.S. 59 and on S. H. 48 over the 
past fifteen years is presented in FIGURE 4. Traffic on S. H. 48 generally 
has experienced a gradual increase, with little variation in the relative magni-
tudes. U.S. 59 had exhibited a gradual increase in traffic until the 1972-1974 
per:l.od. During this time, traffic near each of the City limits dropped about 
30%. Traffic levels near Sheridan Avenue, however, were maintained. 
The decrease could be explained in part by the opening of I-29 some 
15 or 20 miles to the east. Furthermore, when the relocation of S. H. 2 to 
the south is completed, a reduction in east-west through traffic on Fremont 
Street due to the rerouting of S. H. 2 can be expected. The traffic generated 
by local residents and the downtown business district can be expected to 
increase in relation to the City's population and commercial activity, although 
this trend could be offset by the impact of the energy crisis and increasing 
fuel costs. 
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The major street system as previously described serves local and 
out-of-town traffic fairly well. Traffic approaching on U.S. 59 from the 
north or south has direct access to the Central Business District (CBD) via 
Sheridan Avenue (S. H. 48), as does traffic approaching from Sidney on S. H. 2. 
Traffic from Clarinda on S. H. 2 can reach downtown via Anna Crose High-
way and Elm Street. Another route would be Center Street and Sheridan 
Avenue. Traffic from Essex and Red Oak on S. H. 48 is led directly into 
town via Center and Sheridan Streets. 
Within the City the prime traffic generator is the downtown area. 
Secondary generators are the strip commercial area along Sheridan and 
along U.S. 59, and major employers located near Nishna Road and U.S. 59 -
S. H. 2, and in the northwest area of the City north of Valley and east of the rail-
road tracks. Alternative routes to these areas tend to disperse traffic, al-
though some congestion is experienced at the junction of Sheridan and Fremont 
Streets (U.S. 59 - S. H. 2 - S. H. 48). Sheridan Ave. in the CBD also exhibits 
congestion during the midday and late afternoon on weekdays and Saturdays. 
Much of this congestion is attributable to the conflict between the angle parking 
on Sheridan and the circulation of traffic. This point is addressed in more de-
tail later in this report. 
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.Q!?.-Street Parking 
Outside of the downtown area, curb parking is prohibited as necessary 
to maintain at least one through traffic lane on residential streets, and on 
arterials to insur·e two travel lanes. For example, parking is prohibited on 
the west curb of Center Street along most of its length. Generally, two-
sided parking is permitted on most City streets. There are other locations, 
near schools, for instance, where parking is prohibited. Angle parking occurs 
in outlying areas at spot locations, for example, adjacent to a church. These 
scattered uses of angle parking have not caused any significant operational 
problems to date. 
Within the downtown CBD and the immediate vicinity, both angle and 
parallel parking are utilized in an effort to meet parking demands. These 
parking spaces are metered in the areas of high demand. These metered and 
unmetered stalls are supplemented by several City-supported off-street park-
ing lots and by other privately-operated lots. That portion of downtown park-
ing in the public domain is summarized in FIGURE 5. 
Metered parallel parking is located on Lowell Street between Elm and 
Blossom Streets, on Sycamore,Blossom, and Elm Streets between Lowell and 
Thomas Avenues, on Maple St. between Sheridan and Thomas, and in spot loca-
tions on Sheridan and Thomas Avenues. Metered angle parking is used on Sheri-
dan Avenue between Railroad and Willow Streets, on Thomas Street between Elm 
and Blossom Streets, and on Clarinda Avenue between Sheridan and Thomas 
Avenues. It is also found in spot locations on Sycamore and Blossom Streets 
between Thomas and Sheridan Avenues. 
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Additional ~metered angle parking in the downtown area is found on 
Thomas Avenue, 5th Avenue, 6th Avenue, Clarinda Avenue, and North Elm 
Street as indicated in FIGURE. 5. The location of the City-operated off-street 
parking lots is also given. These lots are unmetered, and the larger ones are 
marked with appropriate parking area directional signs. 
Clearances between curb parking and drives and intersections are 
generally minimal, with nearly every available foot of curb being devoted to 
parking. Lateral clearances are satisfactory except on those portions of 
Sheridan and Thomas Avenues where two-sided angle parking occurs. In 
these segments approximately 18 feet on each side of the street is utilized 
by parked vehicles. For street widths of 56 feet, two ten-foot travel lanes 
remain to accommodate traffic. The angle parking is skewed at 45 degrees 
with stall widths of 8 feet. Each stall requires curb space of 11. 5 feet. 
Several field checks along Sheridan Avenue provided a qualitative 
appraisal of existing traffic flow in the daytime hours. 
During the regular commercial hours of operation Sheridan Street 
resembles a two-way parking lot aisle. The difficulty is that the street has 
traffic demands upon it which often exceed those which it can smoothly handle 
with the existing usage of the street width. 
Congestion and delay result from several operational hindrances: 
1) Vehicles cruising very slowly, searching for a nearby 
stall, or hoping that one will empty further down the 
street. 
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2) Vehicles entering vacant stalls, a maneuver which must be 
performed slowly. 
3) Vehicles attempting to back out of a space, hampered by 
poor visibility to their right-rear, and by the inability to 
judge a suitable gap in traffic. 
4) Vehicles stopped at signals. This halts circulation, and 
occasionally prevents vehicles from leaving spaces, as 
their egress is blocked by traffic stopped at the traffic 
light. 
5) Through (and circulating) traffic must proceed down the street 
cautiously, being on the alert for vehicles attempting to 
exit from stalls. 
These factors give rise to slow travel speed, a high occurrence of 
accidents and a high rate of exposure to potential accidents. The posted speed 
is 20m. p. h., but is not readily sustained through the business district. 
There is possibly one advantage of the existing traffic/parking con-
figuration on Sheridan Avenue (other than maximizing storage space for ve-
hicles). That is, the low speed yields a low accident severity on this segment 
of Sheridan and also is a reason why the occurrence of accidents in the actual 
conflict area of intersections is fairly low. 
Usage of the angle parking on Sheridan Ave. is extensive during 
shopping hours, exhibiting a high occupancy rate during these periods. 
The time limit on most meters is one hour, but lesser periods of usage 
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are possible. Mete rs are patrolled by one man who issures tickets f or 
violations . Meter feeding is n ot permitted, but does occur by both 
shoppers and employees. Angle parking on Thomas A venue is 
well-used also, but field review indicated that the turnover rate was not as 
great. Other metered parking on Thomas Avenue and on the north-south 
cross streets was also well-utilized. 
The off -street lots which are owned or leased by the City are usually 
full during the day . . An exception is the largest lot at Railroad Street and 
Thomas Avenue. Being at one end of the business district, its usage was 
not as intense, with the lot usually about half full. 
The other, smaller off-street lots tend to serve the short-term 
demands of immidiately adjacent businesses, or long-term employee parking 
demands. Consequently, the major relief they provide to Sheridan Avenue 
is in the form of an alternative supply for employees, thus freeing metered 
parking on Sheridan for customer usage. However, the size and location of 
some of the lots tend to convert them to private lots in the sense that they 
are monopolized by businesses bordering the lot. This situation does at least 
free on-street stalls for other usage. 
Illegally parked vehicles were not a frequent occurrence, as most 
curb space is already given to parking. The principal problem areas in this 
regard were: 
1) Elm Street between Sheridan and Thomas Avenues -
Occasional double-parking of short-duration was noted in 
this block. Principal causes were a dry-cleaning store, a 
newspaper, and a shoe repair shop, all fronting on Elm Street. 
Typically, this occurred when no spaces seemed available to 
the motorist. 
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2) The alleys paralleling Sheridan Avenue to the north and 
south in the CBD. These were occasionally blocked by 
delivery trucks, which is acceptable. However, some im-
proper parking of automobiles blocked the use of the alleys 
by other cars, as well as delivery trucks. 
3) The curb adjacent to the Post Office at the cbrner of Sycamore 
and Lowell. The entire curb from mid-block on Sycamore 
between Valley and Lowell south to Lowell and then west on 
Lowell to the end of the building is clearly painted yellow, 
indicating "No Parking", but no regulatory signs are used 
to complement the curb markings. At one end of the building 
is a curb drop-off mailbox and just past it is a IS-minute off-
street lot for postal patrons which is not greatly utilized. 
This situation causes minor congestion from time to time 
and in 1973 occasioned three accidents. 
Another incident observed in the field on a Monday morning at 11:00 A.M. 
was a garbage truck making frequent stops on Sheridan Avenue in the CBD 
for trash pick-ups. It is not known if this is a regular practice, but the 
effect on traffic was very undesirable. Vehicles were backed up behind the 
truck and had difficulty getting around it with the oncoming traffic. 
In summary, parking -related traffic operations problems are for 
the most part found in the downtown area. In outlying areas, parking is 
restricted where necessary to provide at least a minimum of travel width. 
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Traffic Control Devices 
To safely control and regulate traffic on a city street system, many 
different signs, signals, and pavement markings are used. An additional 
tool is the lighting of streets and :lntersections, for improved night-time 
driver visibility as well as for the discouragement of crime. 
In Shenandoah, a variety of traffic control devices are employed on 
City streets in an attempt to smoothly govern traffic flow, define right-of-
way in conflict situations, and otherwise enhance the safety of the motoring 
and pedestrian public. 
These control devices and aids fall into several categories as follows: 
i. Signs (a) Guide - such as street signs or mileage signs 
(b) Regulatory- such as speed limits, parking regu-
lations, and non-signalized intersection controls 
(c) Warning - such as pedestrian crossings, curving 
or winding roads 
2. Beacons - Flashing amber of red warning signals usually 
used in complement with traffic regulatory signs. 
3. Signals 
4. Pavement Markings -Crosswalks, lane striping, delineation 
of parking stalls, and curb parking prohibition (usually in 
conjunction with regulatory signing.) 
5. Street Lighting - Overhead illumination of streets during dark-
ness, usually of the incandescent or mercury-vapor type. 
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The usage of many of these devices in the City does not conform 
to current practices described in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control 
Devices (MUTCD). This publication guides the placement, usage, and con-
formance of traffic control devices on a nationwide basis to develop uni-
formity of traffic control across the country. 
Intersection Controls 
Most of the intersections in Shenandoah are controlled by the use of 
yield or stop signs, with supplemental flashing beacons at five locations. 
Seven intersections have traffic signals: six in the CBD and one on the out-
skirts at Nishna Road and U.S. 59-S. H. 2. There are four intersections that 
were not controlled with signing. 
The existing intersection controls are summarized graphically in 
FIGURE 6. It is apparent that a great many intersections are controlled 
by yield signs. In fact, of the more than 220 intersections in the City 
about 125 are controlled by yield signs. About half of those yield signs are 
the non-conforming, four-sided truncated-triangle type with a black legend on 
a yellow background. Some are completely illegible, but most are still read-
able. 
Most of the new, red and white triangular yield signs are part of a 
recent updating program undertaken by the City. However, the usage of 
some of the new, as well as some of the older yield signs, may be questionable. 
That is, not all the corners may require any signing at all, while some may 
warrant replacement with stop signs for one of several reasons. 
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Stop signs are utilized at about 40o/o of the intersections and in most 
cases properly. Three have deteriorated reflectorization which reduces 
the visibility of the sign. A few others are the smaller 24-inch size and in 
some instances may require upgrading to the 30-inch size. 
At five locations stop signs are used in conjunction with yield signs 
creating a potentially hazardous or at least confusing situation. At two 
locations, one of the approaches is not required to stop while the remaining 
approaches are required to stop. This too contributes to confusion and ulti-
mately to an occasional traffic accident. 
Flashing beacons are employed at five intersections in the City. Two 
of the units, those at Center and Summit, and Center and Valley, flash amber 
to Center Street and red to the cross street. The one at Valley is located 
at a school crossing and that at Summit is adjacent to the Junior High School. 
The beacon installations at Center and Sheridan and at Nishna and 
Elm are supplemental to the posted intersection control signs. In both cases, 
one approach receives a flashing amber indication while the remaining three 
are given the flashing red. As these are right-angle intersections, some 
driver confusion and uncertainty can be expected to occur at these locations. 
A similar situation exists at the six-legged intersection of Clarinda, 
Thomas, Sycamore, and Church. In this situation, the traffic approaching 
from the northwest is not required to come to a stop while all others are. 
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The final flashing beacon installation is at the four-way stop at 
U.S. 59 - S. H. 2 - S. H. 48 (Sheridan Avenue and Fremont Street) on the 
west side of town. In addition to a stop sign on each approach, a flashing 
red beacon is mounted above the stop signs, and a four-way flashing beacon 
hangs over the intersectlon. 
Six similarly signalized intersections are found on Sheridan Avenue 
at Maple, Elm, Blossom, and Sycamore and on Thomas Avenue at Maple 
and Elm. All are of the pre-timed type. They operate on a 50 second cycle, 
with two 25 second phases, each including a 22 second green time 
and 3 second amber. These signals are not interconnected, so there is no 
intentional progression through them. The signals are mounted on green 
pedestals. Each face consists of 8 inch red, amber, and green indications 
shielded by green visors. 
At the four-legged intersections, pedestals are located on each 
corner, thus providing two far-side signal indications to each approach. At 
Sheridan and Maple, the three -legged corner is handled similarly. 
At Sheridan and Blossom, the five approach legs necessitate one extra 
pedestal and signal face for northbound Blossom Street, and two additional 
signal fates, one on the northwest corner for northwest bound Clarinda, and 
another on the southeast corner for northbound Blossom. 
This unusual situation allocates Blossom Street and Clarinda Avenue 
green light simultaneously. Driver familiarity and light volumes on some of 
the movements are possible explanations as to why this installation seems to 
work satisfactorily. 
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In general, the signal faces and poles are not readily visible 
to the motorist against the background. With the angle parking on Thomas 
and Sheridan Avenues, the indications are somewhat off to the side of 
the drivers path. Also, depending on light conditions, some of the indica-
tions are :dot very bright and are then difficult to see. 
Supplemental "no left turn'' signs are used at Sheridan and Elm 
and at Sheridan and Maple on Saturdays during the peak shopping period. 
The signs are white on blue and mounted on a portable device for placement in 
the center of the intersection. Their use expedites through traffic flow at the 
expense of local circulation. 
The only actual pedestrian signal indications in the City are located 
at the Sheridan-Blossom-Clarinda intersection on the south and southeast 
legs. When Sheridan Avenue has the green, these two cross -walks are given 
a "walk" indication. Traffic turning off Sheridan can interfere with the safe 
passage of pedestrians. There is no "don't walk" indication; the "walk" indication 
is merely off at these times. 
The seventh of the traffic signals is located at Nishna Road and U.S. 59 -
S. H. 2 near the southwest corner of the City. This signal features semi-
actuated timing with detectors on east and west approaches. The hardware, 
signal faces, and mast arms all are in conformance with the MUTCD. 
However, each approach of Nishna Road is controlled by two signal faces 
mounted on the far side of the intersection on a mast arm pole and on a separate 
pedestal. These controls do not provide optimum visibility to Nishna Road 
traffic. From both directions, the faces are mounted at such a height that 
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background objects and light. lessen their target value. Moreover, on the 
east approach, the location of the far side signal indications is such that 
they are partially obscured by the near side mast arm pole and pedestal. 
This situation is related to accident experience at this intersection, ex-
plained in the next part of the report. 
School Crossing Controls 
School crossings are marked at ten locations around the City. These 
are marked or controlled in various manners as illustrated in FIGURE 7. 
The locations on West Sheridan Avenue and North Center Street utilize the new 
five-sided school advance and school crossing signs. 
Three locations are posted with "Slow-School" signs with a silhouette 
figure of a child. These are supplemented with a 25 mph speed limit sign, 
although the speed limit is 25 mph at all school crossing locations except 
southwest of Logan School on Anna Crose Highway where the speed limit is 
35 mph. 
The remaining eros swalks are signed with diamond warning signs 
bearing the legends "School'', "School Crossing," or "Slow, School Crossing 
Ahead". A few other "Slow, School" signs are posted near the Junior and 
Senior High Schools. 
In addition, 13 additional signs are scattered across the city, mostly 
near crosswalks, and bear the legend, "Children - Slow" with a figure of a 
child. Below the legend is given the name of the local bank which apparently 
contributed the signs. Many of these signs are illegible and such signs with 
advertising are clearly not in conformance with accepted standards. 
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All crosswalks are manned by responsible 4th graders with appro-
priate crossing vests, under a program sponsored by the Iowa Triple A Club. 
Five of the eros sings are further controlled by portable stop- sign units placed 
in the center of the streets during the periods of about 8:00 - 9:00 A.M., 
11:00 A.M. - 12:15 P.M. and 3:00- 3:45P.M. 
At three locations, the portable stop :3igns turn a two-way stop into a 
four-way stop. The other two crossings are at mid-block locations. The 
crossing on Anna Crose Highway is not patrolled at present by crossing 
guards, although at one time it was manned by a man on the maintenance 
staff of Logan School. 
Speed Limits 
Generally, the speed limits are lowest in the CBD and greater in the 
outlying areas. In the downtown area the posted limit is 20 mph. Remaining 
str.eets are posted at 25 mph except the following: Center Street north of 
Wabash, Ferguson Avenue west of Sycamore and east of Argus Road, Nishna 
Road east of Harrison and west of Manti Street, Anna Crose Highway, and U.S. 
59 (Fremont Street). Speeds on these sections range from 35 to 55 mph. 
In most cases the speed limits are appropriate for the street dimen-
sions, curb parking, abutting land uses, geometries, and traffic controls. 
One noted exception is on Center Street (S. H. 48) in the vicinity of 
Ferguson Ave. On southbound S. H. 48 heading towards Ferguson Ave. , 
the speed limit is 45 mph. Just south of Ferguson Ave. it is reduced to 25 
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mph. The unusual intersection geometries of Center Street and Ferguson 
Ave. and the numerous railroad crossings in the vicinity suggest the speed 
limits should be reviewed in this area. 
Lighting 
Nighttime driving is considered more hazardous than day driving, 
due primarily to the greatly reduced visibility of roadway design and control · 
elements and adjacent physical features along the roadway. Numerous studies 
1 
have indicated conclusively that adequate street lighting results in reduced 
nighttime accident rates. This is attributable to improved visibility of road-
way features and of other motorists or pedestrians also using the roadway. 
In addition to proven accident reduction, the illumination of streets 
during darkness increases driver comfort and convenience, acts as a deter-
rent to crime, and generally enhances property values and public welfare. 
In Shenandoah, the City recently completed a street lighting program 
involving mercury vapor lighting. Consequently, the street system is well 
lighted. During nighttime field checks no poorly lit locations of significance 
were observed. Review of accident records likewise did not indicate that 
poor lighting was a major contributing factor in accidents. 
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Railroad Crossings 
Principal railroad grade crossings are found at eight locations. 
These locations are all marked with the familiar "railroad crossing•• cross-
buck. The crossings on North Center Street near Wabash Ave. and on U.S. 59 
at Southwest Road are signalized. The new installation on U.S. 59 includes 
indications on an overhead mast arm. Both these locations as well as the 
crossing on Sheridan Ave. at Railroad Street employ the railroad advance 
warning signs. 
The crossing surface conditions range from good at the U.S. 59 cross-
ing to poor at the crossings on North Center Street (S. H. 48) and Ferguson 
Ave. The latter crossings must be negotiated at a very siow speed, for both 
the reasons of vehicle control and driver comfort. 
Operations at these crossings is satisfactory as train movements are 
not substantial and occur at slow speeds. Only one automobile-train related 
accident was noted. This accident actually involved a vehicle and a train con-
ductor, not a collision with a train. Two other accidents occurred on or near 
crossings but did not involve trains. 
Only the grade crossing on U. S. 59 near Southwest Rd. has pavement 
markings in advance of the actual crossing. These markings, as discussed in 
Section 3B-16 of the MUTCD, are used properly, although at the time of the study 
they were only partly visible due to wear. 
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Pavement Markings 
Presently, the ISHC maintains pavement markings on those high-
ways and streets that are "U.S. - numbered" or State highways. On U.S. 
59, these consist mainly of lane and centerline striping. On S. H. 48 a 
centerline stripe is maintained by the State except between Rye and Center 
Streets. The slow travel speed and congestion, it is felt,do not warrant 
striping. Striping in this area would be difficult to perform and properly 
maintain. 
The City presently stripes angle and parallel parking stalls in the 
downtown CBD. It also maintains pedestrian crossings in downtown at the 
major intersections. These crossings are marked with two parallel white 
bands. 
Painted school crosswalks are the responsibility of the Shenandoah 
Corn:m.unity School District. 
At the time of the study, most pavement markings, except those on 
U.S. 59 and S. H. 48 north of Ferguson Street were not clearly visible. This 
is not uncommon by the end of an average or worse than average winter. 
Accident History 
Traffic accident records covering the period from January 1973 to 
December 1974 were made available by the City Police Department. Actual 
record forms for prior years had already been disposed of. The accident data 
for reported accidents were recorded on the two -page version of the "Investi-
gating Officers Report of Motor Vehicle Accident". A newer, longer form 
organizing the accident inform<jttion to facilitate eventual computer coding 
was put into use in January 1975. 
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These accident reports are filed in numerical order according to the 
report number. A cross -reference file is intended to provide a record of 
accidents by their generalized location in the City in the following manner. 
The City area is divided on a map into 24 large "sections" each covering 
about one -fourth to one -third of a square mile. Each of these areas is sub-
divided into about 20 "blocks''. Most "blocks.v encompass one intersection 
and the approaches to it. · 
The date and parties involved in an accident are recorded on index 
cards according to the "Section" and "block" in which the accident occurred. 
This information is recorded continuously over the years for each "block" 
of each section. The exact location or type of accident cannot be retrieved 
from these cards. 
The principal value of these cards was to provide the traffic engineer 
a listing of the dates of accidents which occurred at or near a certain inter-
section. This list could be then used to pick out the appropriate accident 
reports for a particular year, if that year were still on file. 
The Police Department also maintains an accident pin map which shows 
the location and type of the traffic accidents to date for the current year. The 
maps are not photographed at the end of the year, so no permanent records 
are available. 
At the time this study was initiated, the 1974 pin map had just been 
taken down, with no permanent record having been made. Consequently, the only 
indication of high-accident locations was several years' accumulation of pin-
holes in the base map. 
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The available data were reviewed and studied to determine intersections 
or locations with a high accident experience, prepare accident collision dia-
grams, and evaluate recurring accident patterns. 
From the data collected, a total of 577 accidents were reported in 
1973 and 1974 to the Shenandoah Police Department. The total reported in 
1972 was 244 accidents. The breakdown of the accidents on a monthly basis is 
as follows: 
TABLE 1 -SUMMARY OF ACCIDENTS BY MONTH 
1973 1974 
---
January 31 34 
February 26 27 
March 22 14 
April 24 26 
May 33 15 
June 16 24 
July 22 30 
August 18 22 
September 25 22 
October 19 19 
November 37 24 
December 34 23 
---
TOTAL 297 280 
Of the '577 reported accidents for the study period, 51 occurred at off-
street locations with six private parking areas accounting for 39 accidents. 
Fifteen of the reported accidents were at locations entirely outside the 
City, and 12 of these occurred on parking lots of two business establishments. 
No cost summaries are available for property damage to vehicles involved 
in accidents, for damage to personal property, or for costs of injuries incurred 
in the accidents, as the accident reports were often incomplete in this regard. 
Forty per s onal injuries were recorded in 1973, with about three-fourths of 
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these of a minor nature. Accident severity is low because of the low speeds 
at which most vehicles collided. The last fatality was recorded three years 
ago. 
A geographical surn.mary of accident locations is presented in FIGURE 
8. The map shows at a glance the areas of high accident involvement. Pre-
dominant clusters are the section of Sheridan Avenue in the CBD, several 
locations along U.S. 59, and a few other scattered locations. 
A high-accident loc;ation is defined for this study as an intersection 
with five or more accidents per year. Consequently, locations with five or 
more recorded accidents in one year, or locations where a readily identifiable 
pattern of accidents could be discerned, were considered as locations with 
significant accident experience. Collision diagrams for these are located in 
the APPENDIX of the report. Discussion of accident experience and remedial 
measures are presented later in this report for each problem area. 
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PART IV 
ANALYSES AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this section existing traffic control devices and their usage, accident 
experience, geometries, and other elements of the existing on-street driving 
environment are evaluated. Where deficiencies, inconsistencies, and other 
operational or traffic control problems are identified, modifications and up-
dates are formulated towards the improvement of these problem areas and 
the enhancement of public safety. 
In this evaluation, reference will be made to standards for signs, signals, 
and their proper usage contained in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control De-
vices (MUTCD). These standards provide guidelines for the design, place-
ment, operation, maintenance, and uniformity of application for all traffic 
control devices. For convenience, references will be made to various sections 
of the manual, such as Section 2A-ll,which refers to standard sign colors, or 
to certain standard signs contained in the manual, for example, S.l-·l,a School 
Advance sign. Signs to which reference is made frequently are illustrated in 
FIGURE 9. General guidelines for placement of signs are given in FIGURE 10. 
School Crossings 
In reviewing the relation of the four elementary schools to their attendance 
areas as illustrated in FIGURE 7, it was determined that existing school eros s-
ings are both necessary and sufficient to meet existing travel paths of students 
to and from schools. An additional eros sing on Elm Street near Summit 
Avenue or Nishna Road to serve children coming from or going to Logan School 
was considered. It was found that at the present time, a crossing was not ne-
cessary in this area. School officials concurred on this matter. 
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Controls at school crossings are discussed in groups according to the 
school with which they are associated. 
Broad Street School. Two crossings are located near this grade school. 
The one closest to the school is located on Broad Street just north of Valley 
Street. To bring this location into conformance with the MUTCD, the dia-
mond warning sign north of the school on Broad Street should be rerno ved. 
Two pairs of 11 School Advance 11 and 11 School Crossing 11 signs (see FIG.URE 9) 
30 inches by 30 inches in size should be installed as indicated in FIGURE 11. 
The portable stop sign used at this crossing is non-conforming (Section 
ZB-5). 1t is recommended that the use of this device be discontinued. 
The crossing at Center Street and Valley Avenue is in substantial con-
formance with the standards as it has the proper advance and crossing signing. 
The crossing controls are supplemented by an overhead flashing beacon flash-
ing red to West Valley Avenue and flashing amber to Center Street. As Center 
Street carries S. H. 48 and the crossing is only one-quarter mile south of 
Ferguson Avenue and higher speed limits, its use is acceptable. The signal 
head should be yellow and the visors flat black for greater visibility, but this 
can be performed the next time painting is required. 
During several field trips it was noted that the beacon was not flashing, 
but that solid red or amber indications were being displayed. Such a situation 
is confusing and hazardous. When the flashing unit is not working properly, it 
is recommended that the unit be turned off. Continued malfunction should war-
rant replacement of the flasher mechanism. 
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Lowell School. Three school crossings are located near Lowell School. 
Two are located near the school, one on Valley and one on Lowell Avenue. 
Presently, they are marked with diamond-shaped 11School Crossing 11 signs. 
These should be removed and replaced with the newer signs as in FIGURE 
12. 
The other crossing is located at Sheridan and Barnett on the east leg of 
Sheridan. It is marked appropriately with the proper school advance and school 
crossing signing. It is recommended that the location of the advance signing 
be adjusted to insure the 150 foot minimum spacing between the school ad-
vance sign and the school eros sing sign. 
It is further recommended that the use of the portable stop sign unit be 
ceased as it is non-conforming and causes substantial delays to traffic on a 
heavily-travelled street. School officials indicated that about a half-dozen 
children regularly eros s at this point. This location does not meet the require-
ments of Section 4C-5 for a signalized pedestrian crosswalk. A consideration 
of the requirements of Section 4C -6 for signalization as a regular school eros s-
ing was made. A review of traffic data, a field check made during hours of 
crossing utilization, and the small number of children using the crossing in-
dicates signalized control is not warranted in this case. 
Central School. Two eros sings are located adjacent to Central School. The 
mid -block eros sing on Clarinda in front of the school is marked by a 11Slow -
School 11 sign on each approach, and by a portable stop sign unit set in the street 
during hours of usage by childref\ coming from or going to school. These signs 
and portable stop sign unit should be removed, and the eros sing controlled as 
shown in FIG URE 13 . 
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The crossing on Center Street is marked from the north by a ••slow -
School 11 sign and is unsigned from the south. A treatment similar to that 
on Clarinda Avenue is recommended and is also shown in FIGURE 13. 
Logan School. Two crossings are associated with this elementary 
school. The first is nearly opposite the school on Nishna Road. It is marked 
with 11 Slow- School 11 signs ori the approaches to the crossing. For confor-
mance, it is recommended these be removed and replaced as shown in 
FIGURE 14. 
The crossing on the south leg of Center Street and Nishna Road has no 
advance signing. A portable stop sign is placed in the crosswalk at the appro-
priate times. The recommendation is made that this crossing be signed as 
shown in FIGURE 15, and that use of the portable stop sign unit be discontinued. 
A third crossing is located at Anna Crose Highway and Mitchell Street. 
Diamond signs reading 11School X-ing•• are located east and west of Mitchell 
Street. This is the only crossing point at which the posted speed limit is 
greater than 25 mph. Here the limit is 35 mph. A janitor had been manning 
the eros sing but this was discontinued. 
It is recommended the diamond warning signs be removed and the cross-
ing marked as shown in FIGURE 16. The signing should be the larger 36-inch 
size due to the rural type road eros s- section. A painte? eros swalk is also re-
quired at this location. 
Since S. H. 2 was rerouted to the south, traffic at this location has not 
been a critical factor. Sufficient gaps in traffic are available for safe cross-
ing. If local authorities feel the situation requires further treatment, a school 
speed limit sign assembly (see FIGURE 9) may be utilized. 
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Junior High School. Two "Slow - School" signs are located in advance 
of the junior high. In addition, a flashing beacon is located at Center and 
Summit, presumably to warn motorists of children in the area. As the 
children are older, and traffic on Center Street is not heavy, a marked 
crosswalk does not seem necessary . 
It is recommended that the two signs mentioned above be removed and 
the area be signed as shown in FIGURE l 7. 
High School. The high school has no pedestrian crossings in the vicinity, 
and none appear necessary. It is recommended that the "Slow - School" 
signs be replaced by School Advance signs. Additionally, it is recommended 
that the two diamond "School" signs on Anna Crose Highway to the east and 
west of Mustang Drive be removed, as pedestrian traffic in this area is 
minimal and this road is no longer a state highway. If desired, two school 
advance signs .(SI-I) may be used in place of the non-conforming diamond-
shaped s i gns. 
Other Related Signing. In addition to the above signing changes, other 
sign removals are recommended. These include "Slow - School" signs at 
Nishna Road and East Street, on Southview Boulevard east of Center Street, 
and on both Page and West Streets south of Summit Avenue. These four signs 
are non-conforming, and are either far removed from the school or not lo-
cated on a street adjacent to a school. Such over signing can actually lead 
to driver disregard of their intended meaning. 
Also, thirteen sign s with the legend 11 Slow - Children (Local Bank) 11 are 
scattered a cr o ss the City, usually near crosswalks. The advertising on these 
signs and th eir design is non-conforming . . Those eight near crosswalks are 
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redundant with existing or recommended crosswalk signing. It is recom-
mended these signs be removed, as well as an unnecessary "School Zone" 
sign at Church Street and Mentyer Ct. (See FIGURE 7 for location). 
Two signs reading 11 Slow - Children•• are located in the City, both 
on Cre s cerit Street near Lincoln Park. Such signs are not in conformance 
with the MUTCD. An acceptable sign would be a diamond-shaped warning 
sign reading 11 Playground 11 or 11 Play Area 11 (Section 2C -40, as interpreted in 
Official Rulings on Requests, Vol. 5, June 1974). However, as use of these 
signs is sparse, updating is recommended to be performed when the signs re-
quire replacement due to age or damage. 
General Guidelines. There are a number of other general guidelines and 
recommendations pertaining to school crossings which are discussed as fol-
lows. 
A general recommendation for all crossings was the discontinuation of the 
use of portable stop sign devices. Section ZB-5 of the MUTCD states that 
11portable or part-time STOP signs shall not be used for other than emergency 
purposes. 11 A number of reasons support this directive. They are susceptible 
to theft, or improper use by unauthorized persons, and they do not present a 
permanent, standard type of control because of their intermittent use, and 
out-of -the -ordinary placement and usage. 
As far as their use as a speed control for traffic to permit safe passage 
of children is concerned, this is not valid on two counts. The first is based on 
the directive in Section ZB-5 that 11STOP signs should not be used for speed 
control. 11 This is a responsibility of the local law enforcement officials. All 
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crossings discussed are located in 25 mph speed zones, with the sole ex-
ception of the crossing on Anna Crose Highway. This speed is satisfactory 
for crossings. It is recommended that standard 25 mph s.peed limit signs 
be installed on approaches to all crossings, if not already present, tore-
mind motorists of the proper operating speed. The exception to this is the 
crossing on Anna Crose Highway where the present 35 mph speed limit is 
acceptable with the recommended new signing at that location. 
The second reason for removal of the portable stop signs is based on 
the practical experience at the eros sings. It was noted that children do not 
cross upon a car or cars stopping at the crosswalk. Instead they cross after 
the cars have cleared the crossing. Consequently, the portable signs cause 
unnecessary delay to motorists, which is particularly annoying when no chil-
dren are near the crosswalk. 
The purpose of crossing patrols is "to control children, not traffic 11 
(Section 7E -11). Thus, the removal of the portable stop sign units should not 
pose any operational problems at the eros sings. A psychological objection 
may arise in that the cars would not be required to stop. However, observance 
of the speed limit (either voluntary or enforced), the education of children as 
to proper eros sing techniques, and proper signing and marking will work to-
gether to provide a safely operating school eros sing. (See the APPENDIX 
for an additional statement on this subject). 
In regard to visibility of the new signing discussed above, it is recom-
mended that the signing be installed as shown in FIGURE 10 at the beginning of 
this part. It is further recommended that the eros swalk striping be maintained 
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for proper visibility and that the stripes be at least 6 inches in width, 
spaced not less than 6 feet apart (Section 3B-15). It is further suggested that 
parking be prohibited 100 feet in advance of crossings and at least 50 feet past 
crossings for good visibility. In some cases, this will conform to an already 
existing situation, or existing field conditions which will readily allow such 
implementation. In other cases, some objection will likely be raised. The 
intent is to maximize the visibility of the child and motorist to each other. 
Railroad Crossirtgs 
The priority concern with railroad crossings is the upgrading of the 
crossing pavement conditions. It is recommended that responsibility between 
the City and the respective railroads for maintenance of the crossing surfaces 
be negotiated or determined. The crossings should be upgraded to provide 
a suitable driving surface, and properly maintained by the responsible party. 
Although speed limits are low, main line eros sings are readily visible 
and marked with crossbucks, and train traffic is not heavy, advance railroad 
warning signs (Wl0-1) should be installed at crossings without them as follows: 
1. On Valley Avenue, 100 feet in advance of crossing on both approaches. 
2. On Thomas Ave., 100 feet in advance of eros sing on both approaches. 
3. On Argus Road, 150 feet in advance of crossing on both approaches. 
4. On Ferguson Ave. at Wabash tracks, 100 feet in advance of crossing 
on both approaches. 
5. On Ferguson Ave. at Burlington Northern tracks, 150 feet in advance 
of crossing on both approaches, and 100 feet south on Sycamore St. 
At all locations, the crossbucks should also have the auxiliary sign 
specifying the number of tracks (Rl5-2) displayed below them. (See FIGURE 9). 
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The pavement markings on the U.S. 59 grade crossing should be main-
tained for good legibility. In accordance with the criteria of the MUTCD , 
pavement markings do not appear necessary at the other grade crossings, 
due to pavement conditions, low v e hicular speeds, li ght train traffic, geo-
metric constraints, and the presence or recommendation for installation of 
railroad advance warning signs. 
The railroad advance warning sign on Center Street (S. H. 48) north of 
Ferguson Avenue in the soutbound direction is obscured somewhat by the back 
side of a no-passing pennant-shaped sign. Either one or both of these signs 
should be moved laterally enough to provide good visibility, but without over-
stepping sign placement guidelines. 
Unsignalized Intersection Controls 
A review of the intersection controlled only by signing as described in 
PART III and illustrated in FIGURE 6 was performed. The discussion of the 
observations and cone lusions regarding these traffic controls is presented 
in two categories. 
The first is the recommended intersection control signing changes, im-
provements, and updates on a city-wide basis. This section discusses overall 
guidelines and principles which were considered in evaluating this signing. 
The second part addresses specifi c intersections where additional dis-
cussion of special geometries or conditions is necessary, and where improve-
ment sketches are necessary to clearly portray recommendations. 
Discussion of ~nter sections identified as having significant accident ex-
perience are treated separately in a subsequent part of this report. 
Ci ty -wi de In tersection Signing. Three basic objectives of intersection con-
trols a re: (1) P rovi sion of adequate intersection capacity, (2) Reduction 
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and prevention of accidents, and (3) Designation and protection of major streets. 
In reviewing the intersection signing currently in use, a number of accepted 
guidelines and principles were considered towards the development of a logical 
scheme of inter se .ction signing consistent with the above objectives. The con-
siderations are as follows: (1) Sight distance, (2) Street classification 
(arterial, collector, local), ( 3) Speed limits, ( 4) Inter section geometry, 
(5) Relative traffic volumes, (6) Turning demands, (7) Use of yield to con-
trol only minor street, (8) Use of yield to control only one street, (9) No 
mixing of yield and stop signs at an intersection, (10) Conformance to the 
MUTCD, and (11) Accident experience. 
The existing intersection controls were reviewed to determine the effect 
they had on city-wide accessibility. The results are shown in FIGURE 18 
which depicts those street segments which are assigned continuous right-of -way 
according to the existing inter section controls. 
It is seen that the assignment of right-of-way is for the most part logical 
and sensible. Direct access to and from the CBD, the major traffic generator, 
is possible from. all parts of the city with only a few interruptions of flow. The 
major streets as depicted in FIGURE 2 are as signed the right-of-way in con-
formance with their function as principal traffic arteries. 
Keeping in mind the general considerations in the preceding discussion, in-
tersection controls were examined to see if they were warranted, were in con-
formance with the MUTCD with respect to usage and location, and generally 
provided adequate and proper flow of traffic. 
This examination resulted in a number of recommended intersection sign-
ing changes, which are graphically displayed in FIGURE 19. Modifications 
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typically included simple updating of signs, changing from yield to stop 
signs, changes in sign placement, and installation of additional signs at 
certain locations. 
The basic through travel patterns were retained as described above. 
Yield signs on Elm Street and Center Street are replaced by stop signs to 
emphasize their role as major streets. Only a few signs were involved on 
Center Street as most were already stop signs. The stop signs are specified 
on Elm Street to clearly mark it as a through street in an area of regular 
rectangular -grid streets. 
Clarinda Avenue is also designated as a secondary street, but its width 
and diagonal orientation help to specify its relative importance. Most other 
signing modifications involve updating for conformance. 
The recommended intersection signing changes are divided into two 
groups. Group A includes those locations which should receive prompt im-
plementation. Those in Group B are less urgent and can be implemented at 
a later date, depending on the eventual source of funding for their installation. 
At other locations, as indicated, further discussion and sketches are ne-
cessary to clearly specify improvements. At none of these locations was acci-
dent involvement a significant consideration. Those intersections with high 
occurrence of accidents are considered later in this part. 
Sheridan Avenue at Rye Street and at Grain Street. At both of these lo-
cations, a stop sign on the minor street is located an excessive distance from 
Sheridan Avenue. At Sheridan and Rye, the intersection is poorly defined be-
cause both the northwest and northeast corners are continuous drives, and 
because a railroad spur runs through the intersection. 
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The southeast corner of Sheridan and Grain likewise has a continuous 
drive which resulted in the stop sign on the south leg being posted some 
forty feet in advance of Sheridan Street. 
Neither intersection has a significant accident history, nor is side 
street traffic heavy in either case. For these locations, it is recommended 
a small island be constructed, with asphalt curbing or preferably concrete 
curbing and that the portions facing streets be painted yellow for good 
visibility. These islands will better define the actual intersection and pro-
vide a protected area for proper placement of the stop sign. These recom-
mended improvements are summarized in FIGURES 20 and 21. 
Railroad Street and Valley Avenue. This inter section is complicated by 
a rail spur, parked cars, an adjacent railroad crossing, two drives, and 
somewhat restricted sight distances. The geometries and signing should be 
modified as shown in FIGURE 22. No additional measures are warranted as 
no accidents were recorded in the study period. 
Sycamore Street and Ferguson Avenue. This skewed intersection is cur-
rently controlled by a non-conforming yield sign on the far side of the inter-
section. Ferguson Ave. is not curbed, and heading north on Sycamore, the 
upcoming T-intersection is not readily apparent. It is recommended the inter-
section signing be modified as in FIGURE 23. It is suggested that the southeast 
curb be modified to better define the inter section and provide a better place-
ment of the recommended stop sign. Also, a double-head arrow is recom-
mended to clearly indicate the end of Sycamore Street. 
Webster Street at Sheridan and Thomas Avenues. Webster Street is 
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narrow, and is properly signed as one-way northbound. However, the 
recommendation is made that the signing be modified as shown in FIGURE 
24 for improved clarity and conformance with standards. 
Center Street and Anna Crose Highway. This intersection has good 
sight distances, but is located on a skew. Also the intersection is not well-
defined and is expansive in appearance to the nn torist. This can contribute 
to a driver 1 s loss of his sense of location within the inter section. Accidents 
at this location have been minimal. 
It is recommended that the intersection be modified as shown in FIGURE 
25. Stop Ahead- signs should be placed as shown. It is doubtful that 
painted stop lines are practical due to the surfacing of the approaches. 
~-vwever, due to the minimal accident experience at this location, more 
extensive modifications are not warranted at this time. 
Clarinda, Vista, and Summit Avenues. The only recommended improve-
mentis removal of the yield sign on the northwest corner, whose placement and 
legend are non-conforming. In addition, a supplemental sign reading 11Not All 
Traffic Stops 11 (See FIGURE 9) should be installed below the stop signs on 
Vista and Summit (FIGURE 26). 
As traffic volumes increase, accident occurrence may increase due to the 
unusual geometries and traffic controls. At such time more extensive measures 
would be required to insure the safe flow of traffic at this location. 
Nishna Road, Elm Street, and Anna Crose Highway. This inter section has 
diminished in importance and in traffic since S. H. 2 was rerouted to the south. 
Over time, however, as Shenandoah develops to the southeast, traffic can be 
expected to increase. At the present time, only an updating of signing and 
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slight physical modification are required. As shown in FIGURE 2 7, it is 
recommended that signing changes be made as indicated, and that the one-
way turning lane be narrowed and delineated. The flashing beacon can be 
retained, but should be painted yellow with flat black visors the next time 
painting is needed. Existing right-of-way designations have not been changed, 
as the accident history is minimal and traffic demands are adequately served. 
One other modification which should be considered is the moving of the 
hospital drive entrance further east on Anna Crose Highway, or the provi-
sion of a different access point off of Elm Street, so as to reduce the inter-
section conflicts. Also, ~he curve signs with 25 mph speed plates located in ad-
vctnce of the intkrsection on NishnaRd. and Anna Crose Hwy. should be removed. 
Specific control and geometric modifications that may be required at a 
future date will depend on the actual turning demands which prevail at that 
point irt time. 
Clarinda Avenue and Center Street. This is one of several multi-legged 
intersections in the City. The two major streets intersect at a 45 degree angle. 
In addition Crescent and Spruce streets intersect Center Street and Clarinda 
Avenue, respectively, to the south of the major intersection. 
To better define the intersection, to simplify turning movements, and to 
lessen turning conflicts and unusual maneuvers, it is recommended this inter-
section be modified as shown in FIGURE 28. The major change is the place-
ment of an island on. the south side of the intersection and the creation of a 
one -way turning lane. This turning lane can be used by northbound Center Street 
or eastbound Crescent Street traffic to reach southeast-bound Clarinda or east-
bound Spruce Street. The movement from Spruce to Crescent is not provided for 
in a direct manne r , but the demand for this movement is very light. 
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Signing changes are made as shown to mark the turning lane clearly. 
Spruce Street is controlled by a stop sign rather than yield. Also, a stop 
ahead sign is installed on Clarinda Avenue as visibility of the existing stop 
sign is obstructed southeast of Spruce Street by a power pole. 
As accident involvement at this location is minimal, no further changes 
are suggested. If volumes increase substantially, then more substantial 
improvements may be required in the future. 
Sheridan Avenue and Center Street. At this location, a beacon displays 
a flashing red indication to all approaches except the north whivh receives 
a flashing amber. Three stop signs emphasize the flashing red indications. 
According to the MUTCD, an intersection control beacon must either 
flash yellow to one street, usually the major street, and red to the other, or 
red to all approaches (Section 4E -3 ). Other combinations can result in 
driver confusion, conflicting assignment of right-of-way, and eventually can 
contribute to an accident. Non-standard indications are hazardous as moto-
rists on the various approaches do not know what traffic controls are dis-
played to the other approaches. 
A review of traffic volumes indicates that the warrants for a four -way 
stop are not met. Accident experience amounted to two accidents in the past 
two years, with no repetitive accident pattern demonstrated. 
As Center Street carries a greater amount of traffic, 60% of which is 
through in nature, and the 25 mph speed limit on both streets, it is recom-
mended that the intersection be operated as a two-way stop with Center Street 
as the through street. This includes the signing and parking changes as shown 
in FIGURE 29. 
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The flashing beacon indication to the south requires change to amber, 
and parking on the east side of Center Street to the north and south of Cen-
ter Street is prohibited to allow adequate s:ight distance on the east leg. The 
stop sign on the west leg needs to be located closer to the curb for improved 
vi si hili ty. 
Supplemental "Cross Traffic Does Not Stop 11 signs mounted below the 
stop signs on Sheridan Avenue will clarify right-of-way assignment and help 
motorists adjust to the change in controls. 
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High Accident Locations 
A review of the available accident records revealed several intersec-
tions and mid- block locations where accident involvement was high. This was 
defined to be a location where five or more accidents occurred in the period 
of a year, or additionally a location where a readily identifiable pattern of 
accidents could be discerned. 
The downtown is defined to include the intersections and streets in the 
area bounded by Lowell Avenue on the north, Railroad Street on the west, 
Thomas Avenue on the south, and Willow Street on the east. Within this area 
which includes 17 intersections, ten intersections or their approaches were 
found to have significant accident experience. Most of these cases involved 
high accident involvement between intersections, rather that at intersections. 
Seven intersections outside the downtown area were found to have an 
accident experience over the last two years significant enough to warrant re-
view and discussion. These high-accident locations are considered in the fol-
lowing discussion. Supplemental accident collision diagra.Ins and traffic volume 
diagrams are located in the APPENDIX. 
U. S. 59 {Fremont Street) and Ferguson Avenue. The accident history 
of this location involved five accidents in two years. Although this is not ex-
cessive, some changes are necessary for signing conformance and general 
safety. The new signing should help to mark the intersection and define the 
narrowing of the roadway of U.S. 59 in the northbound direction. 
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The recomrn.ended changes are shown in FIGURE 30. If accident in-
volvement increases, it would be desirable to continue the 35 mph speed zone 
to the north of Ferguson Avenue. 
Sight distances are not a difficulty at this location. However, the pre-
sence of an intersection is not readily apparent to traffic on U.S. 59. In light 
of the approach speed from the north, an advance cross road sign is recom-
mended as shown. 
The approach from the south is two lanes narrowing to one north of 
Ferguson Avenue. The recomrn.ended treatment is replacement of the exist-
ing "Pavement Narrows •••••• " signing with a Pavement Width Transition sign 
(W4-2) arid a supplemental sign directing traffic in the right lane to turn right 
(R3-7). 
Also, delineators should be installed in the area of the taper to clearly 
indicate the loss of a travel lane to oncoming traffic. These delineators should 
be the white type (Section 3D) placed so as to show the width reduction. Four 
or five delinerators at an even spacing should suffice. 
U.S. 59 (Fremont Street) and Valley Avenue. This location is a T-
intersection with the parking lot drive to the Gibson Store forming a fourth 
leg opposite Valley Street. Available accident records show six accidents 
occurred in two years, four in one year. No definitive pattern of accidents 
can be identified. However, an increase of traffic on U.S. 59 and to the store 
could result in an increase in accidents as the exposure to potential accidents 
increases, and because this drive is the principle access point to the store. 
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No major improvements are recommended presently because no spe-
cific accident patterns amenable to elimination are evident, and because the 
magnitude of accidents in general is not great enough to warrant any particular 
improvements. · A stop sign for parking lot drive traffic should be installed to 
bring that trci.ffic to a full stop and to encourage safer turning maneuvers. 
U.S. 59 (Fremont Street) and Sheridan Avenue. This location is the 
most important in Shenandoah in terms of the total volume of traffic which 
passes through it. The accident experience is commensurate with the traffic 
as 16 accidents were reported in and near this busy intersection in a two-year 
period. 
Four accidents were of the right angle type, indicative of failure to yield 
right-of-way properly. Four involved unsuccessful lane changing maneuvers 
and two were caused by improper turns on the intersection legs. Four collisions 
were of the rear-end variety, and the remaining two included an out-of-control 
vehicle, and a sideswipe collision of two vehicles heading in opposite directions. 
The four right-angle collisions are characteristics of four-way stop controls 
wJ:lerein right-of-way is nc;:t clearly specified. 
The intersection controls are adequately displayed in the form of stop 
signs with supplemental "4-way" plates below the stop sign. A flashing red 
beacon is hung over the intersection and is supplemented by flashing red beacons 
mounted above the stop signs. In addition "Stop Ahead" signs are located on all 
approaches to the intersection. 
The approaches on U.S. 59 are marked for four travel lanes. The east 
leg on Sheridan is not clearly marked to indicate whether traffic can or should 
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form two lanes on the approach. On the west leg, the approach is one lane 
wide flaring to two at the intersection. Each corner of the intersection is 
occupied by a gas station, each with driveway cuts to Sheridan and U.S. 59 
{Fremont Street). 
Traffic volumes as reported for 1974 were about 2700 and 5900 on the 
west and east legs of Sheridan, respectively, and about 7700 and 4900 on the south 
and north legs of U.S. 59, respectively. Turns between the east and south legs 
are very heavy, being 42o/o and 57o/o of approach volumes. 
A high percentage of traffic continues straight through the intersection 
on U.S. 59, 64o/o from the north and 40o/o from the south. There is also a mod-
erate amount of turning traffic between the north and east approaches, approxi-
mately 27o/o on each movement. 
Operationally, the four-way stop control causes a substantial inconveni-
ence and varying amounts of delay to motorists. Additional driver discomfort 
arises from conflicts in right-of-way which arise in the intersection, especially 
at the times of greater traffic loads. 
A review of the 'hourly traffic volume and turning movement data from 
the co"lm.t in 1974 was made to determine if warrants for traffic signal control 
at this location were met. The criteria in Warrant 1, Minimum Vehicular 
Volume (Section 4C-3), which allows a 30o/o reduction in the minimum volumes 
required at a location in an isolated community with a population of less than 
10,000 persons, were utilized. The adjusted minimum volumes are then a 
total of 420 vehicles per hour on both approaches of the major street, and 140 
vehicles per hour on the higher cross street approach. 
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These two volumes should be met or exceeded during 8 hours during the 
day, and for the same eight hours for each street. The 197 4 hourly count data 
had volumes which exceeded these requirements for six hours of the day, and 
three other hours for which the minor street (Sheridan) exceeded minimum vol-
uine requirement, while the main street figure (U.S. 59) was at least 92% of 
the stated minimum. 
These volumes then, nearly meet the numerical requirements of the 
warrant. Additional benefits can be derived from the installation of a traffic 
signal at this location. The signal should alter the size and spacing of gaps in 
traffic heading away from the intersection. This would facilitate turning move-
ments a block south at Thomas and U.S. 59. More orderly movement of traffic 
can be achieved than with four-way stop control. 
Assignment of right-of-way should be clearer and righ-angle accidents 
should be reduced. Heavy left-turn demands can be better serviced with suit-
able phasing to facilitate those movement. 
The eventual relocation of S. H. 2 to the south of town is not expected to 
substantially reduce traffic through thi s intersection as much of the traffic is 
Shenandoah-related, that is bound for or departing from Shenandoah, or arising 
from local circulation. As the city grows and traffic volumes increase, the 
signal control is more clearly justified. 
A fully actuated signal installation would prov.i.de the most efficient form 
of traffic control for existing as well as future traffic demands. Three 
phases would be necessary if east-to-south left turns cannot be accommodated 
otherwise. 
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Appropriate improvements, which should be made with the installation 
of the signal are indicated in FIGURE 31. Signal indications for all approaches 
should be mounted on mast arms. This will provide maximum visibility of 
the indications to motorists. 
The east leg should be striped for two lanes and parking prohibited on 
both sides of the east leg as shown. Lane control signs are required to inform 
motorists the left lane must turn left. 
Signal Ahead signs are required as shown to warn motorists of the sig-
nal. Striping in the vicinity of the intersection should be maintained for good 
visibility, as striping is an integral part of traffic control at this location. 
Stop lines would be desirable but would prove to be a maintenance problem. 
Curb radii on the northeast and southeast corners should be increased to. 45 
feet if physically possible to facilitate the movement of right turning traffic. 
Thomas Avenue and U.S. 59 - S. H. 2 (Fremont Street). This location 
has experienced seven accidents in each of the two years of available records. 
They fall into three categories: rearend collisions on the Thomas Avenue 
approach (5), mid-intersection accidents (6), and three miscellaneous accidents. 
A glance at the accident collision diagram shows two predominant pat-
terns: the rear-end collisions on Thomas and accidents between left-turning 
traffic from Thomas and traffic across the intersection heading east toward 
Thomas. 
The intersection is basically a T-type, with Thomas Avenue butting into 
U.S. 59 - S. H. 2. However, a drive opposite Thomas Avenue constitutes a 
fourth but not obvious leg to the intersection. As the improvement sketch for 
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this location shows (FIGURE 32), the drive serves the Iowa Power Company 
garage, Pizza Hut to the north, and a frontage road and the· United Building 
Center and Johnson Tire to the south. 
Additionally, the east side of the intersection is flanked by two gas 
stations with several drives. The intersection is not readily apparent to motor-
ists on U.S. 59-S. H. 2 due to the numerous drives. The clutter of signs and 
poles while not restricting sight distance further contributes to the lack of in-
tersection definition. 
Field observations revealed that traffic from both the drive and from 
Thomas Avenue had considerable delay and difficulty at times in making left 
turns due to the moderate but fairly steady stream of traffic in both directions 
of U.S. 59-S. H. 2, particuarly from the four-way stop one block to the north. 
The four collisions between Thomas Avenue traffic and drive traffic is 
likely due to motorists not being aware of traffic approaching them across the 
four-lane highway. They are concentrating more on finding suitable gaps in 
cross traffic. 
The rear end accidents on Thomas Avenue may not be as great a problem 
as the five accidents might indicate. Three of them occurred during icy road 
conditions within a three week period, and two of those were only a day apart. 
Driver error on slick surfaces seems to be the cause. 
Otherwise an installation of a Stop Ahead sign might be warranted to 
warn drivers of the upcoming stop control. It is not, however, recommended 
unless this accident type recurs without other suitable explanation. 
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It would not be practical to eliminate the drive access point as it serves 
the frontage road and restaurant, and is necessary for direct access into the 
garage. Better definition of the drive in the form of curbing and paving, at 
least within the right-of-way limits of Fremont Street is recomm.ended as in-
dicated. 
It would be desirable to discourage parking in front of the power com-
pany garage, but this may not prove practical or possible. The ownership of 
the property between the garage and the right-of-way limits of U.S. 59, re-
stricts the controls that can be exercised. 
If the frontage road is to be extended further to the south, and more 
cars using it, consideration of the bottleneck area near the garage will be re-
quired to properly and safely serve traffic. As it stands presently and under 
the recomm.ended improvements, the geometries, and controls at this location 
will function satisfactorily only under light to moderate volumes. Should ex-
tension of the frontage road to the south occur and traffic through area in front 
of the garage increase substantially, a review of flow patterns should be made. 
This is a long-range concern. Under the magnitude of volumes at pre-
sent, satisfactory and safe operation in this area is possible. 
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Nishna Road and U.S. 59 - S. H. 2 (Fremont St.). This intersection 
is contiolled by a semia~tuated signal installation, which basically allocates 
all green time to U.S. 59 - S. H. 2, unless vehicles are detected on the cross 
street, at which time these vehicles would receive a gree indication. 
The basic signal hardware is in conformance with standards and is of 
high-type design with mast arms on U.S. 59 - S. H. 2 and large signal indica-
tions on each face. 
Geometries are generous and more than adequate to accommodate truck 
as well as auto traffic. This intersection is complicated somewhat by a rail 
line cutting diagonally across the west and north legs. These crossings have 
adequate and proper signing and crossing signals. 
There is also a fifth leg to the intersection just to the north. However, 
traffic on Southwest Road is light and does not constitute a majo·r difficulty to 
operations. 
Accident experience included 8 accidents in 1973 and 5 in 1974. Four 
of those in 1974 were three right-angle and one turning type accidents. The 
fifth was a rear end collision on the east leg. The accidents recorded in 1973 
were scattered around the intersection but involved three rear end collisions 
and three improper lane changes. 
The right angle collisions did not occur under adverse environmental 
conditions and should not occur in great numbers at a signalized control as the 
right-of-way is as signed by the signal. The posted speed limit through this 
signal on both streets (45 mph) and driver error in judging distances properly 
are probably contributing causes. Although visibility is good on all approaches, 
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depth perception at greater speeds can be deceptive, especially when the ex-
act edges of the intersection are not readily discernible. 
Field checks revealed no significant obstructions to visibility except 
on the east leg of the intersection. For traffic heading west on Nishna Road, 
the signal indications, located on the far side (west side) of the intersection 
are obscured at certain distances by near side posts and signal heads for the 
west and south approaches. Although this condition apparently has not con-
tributed to any accidents, it should be remedied to forestall any occurrences. 
The placement of these two far side signal heads is not in conformance 
with the MUTCD. Section 4B-12 specifies that the two signal faces shall be 
continuously visible in advance of and to the stop line for at least 250 feet, 
325 feet, and 400 feet for 85th percentile approach speeds of 30 mph, 35 mph, 
and 40 mph respectively. This condition is not met, and is not a result of un-
avoidable physical obstructions, but rather unfortunate placement of the far 
side signals to this approach, especially that on the northwest corner. Visi-
bility of that signal is obscured from about 200' to 350' in advance of the inter-
section. 
To provide proper visibility of the far side signal faces to the east 
approach, it is recommended that the far side post and signal be replaced by 
a mast arm and pole with signals on the arm and post. The location of the 
base may require relocation. (See FIGURE 33). 
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The Stop Ahead signs on Nishna Road are recommended to be replaced 
by the proper Signal Ahead signs. The verbal Signal Ahead signs on U.S. 59 
are acceptable, but optimally would be replaced by the newer graphic Signal 
Ahead sign. Also a Pavement Width Transition sign (W4-2) is to be installed 
on the immediate south side of the intersection to warn of the narrowing of the 
roadway. 
In addition, centerline striping at least should be well maintained on 
all approaches to facilitate safe through and turning movements at the inter-
section. 
As the southbound roadway narrows from two lanes to one lane on the 
south side of the intersection installation of signing and delineators is recom-
mended as shown. 
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Sheridan Avenue (S.I-,I. 48) and Iowa. St. The vicinity of this inter-
section was the scene of ten accidents, six in 1973 and four in 1974. Most 
occurred on the west leg of the intersection, and present no identifiable 
pattern. 
Sight distance is restricted somewhat from the south approach to 
the east as the southeast corner is occupied by an automobile dealership 
which has cars parked on the corner. Similarly the view from the north 
approach to the east is hindered at times by cars par ked in front of a laundro-
mat. Neither of these conditions however appeared critical from field checks, 
nor does the accident history show a problem in this regard. 
The stop signs on Iowa St. are properly located, and overhead street 
lighting is adequate. Other than the removal of some parking on the north-
east and southeast corners, which would present hardships to the adjacent 
business establishments, no improvements which would affect significant 
accident reduction were conceived. Better maintenance of the striping along 
Sheridan Avenue which should help motorists make better turns and generally 
improve the flow of traffic, is recommended. Also the prohibition of park-
ing on the first 50' of the south curb of the west leg of the inter section is 
recommended. Demand for parking is not critical, and the prohibition should 
improve visibility from the south leg. 
Sycamore Street and Valley Avenue. This intersection experienced 
only two accidents in 1973 but had five in 1974. Two were right-angle types, 
two involved turning cars, and the remaining three varied in type. Valley 
Avenue traffic must stop while Sycamore Avenue traffic does not. Sight dis-
tance is limited somewhat on the northwest corner by a hedge, but the hedge 
appears to be maintained to a reasonable height. 
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Another hedge on the nortliwest corner is also 'trimmed to within 
reasonable limits. However, a row of large trees on the east side of 
Sycamore Street north of Valley Avenue does hamper sight distance for 
motorists who do not roll forward slightly after stopping at the stop sign. 
Parked cars on the east side of Sycamore could also lessen sight 
distance from the east approach to the intersection. Also the stop sign 
on this leg is obscured at least partially by some tree branches. This 
condition apparently contributed to one accident. 
The principal need is to improve and maintain adequate visibility 
for waiting motorists on Valley Avenue. Traffic on Sycamore Street is 
in the vicinity of 2200 vehicles per day. Much of this volume occurs in the 
morning and evening, and is generated by the Henry Field and other opera-
tions north of this point. Generally, traffic volumes are not a constricting 
factor. Moreover, speed limits are 25 mph, sufficiently low to permit safe 
operations if the limits are observed. 
To facilitate safer crossing and turning maneuvers by Valley Avenue 
traffic, it is recommended that parking be prohibited on the east side of the 
north and south approaches and the north curb of the east approach for the 
first thirty feet from the corner. "No Parking Here to Corner" signs would 
be suitable. 
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Downtown Area 
For the purposes of this discussion, the downtown area is considered 
to be that portion of the City lying on or between Lowell Ave. , Railroad St. , 
Thomas Ave., and Wl.llow St. Within this area the bulk of pedestrian and 
vehicular activity occurs. 
It is not surprising that over 25 percent of the vehicular accidents 
happened in this area. Over half of these occurred along Sheridan Avenue 
from Railroad Street to Sycamore Avenue. Only three vehicle-pedestrian 
accidents. were reported in the two year period, fortunately. 
A brief summary of existing on-street conditions is useful at this point. 
Lowell Avenue is 44 feet wide from Railroad Street east to Sycamore where 
it narrows to 31 feet. Parallel parking on both curbs is permitted except in 
spot locations, such as in front of the post office. Thomas Street is 44 feet 
wide, except between Maple and Clarinda where it is 56 feet in width. Angle 
parking is allowed on both curbs. Clarinda Avenue is also 56 feet wide with 
angle parking on both curbs. 
Maple, Elm, Blossom, and Sycamore Streets are 40 to 44 feet in width 
with parallel parking on both curbs in the downtown area, except on South 
Blossom where angle parking is permitted. 
Sheridan Avenue, often informally referred to as Main Street, is the 
spine of the Central Business District. It is 56 feet wide and has angle park-
ing on both curbs, except for certain end stalls where parallel parking is re-
quired. A more detailed accounting of on -street parking in this area is seen 
in FIGURE 5 in PART III. 
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A large fraction of the accidents in the downtown area are directly 
related to the angle parking used extensively on Sheridan and Thomas 
Avenues. However, there are four locations in the downtown area with 
accident experience that are not connected with angle parking so much 
as it is with other factors. These locations are discussed below. 
Lowell Avenue and Sycamore Street. This location was the scene 
of eight accidents, seven of them in 1973. Three of these occurred in front 
of the post office, located on the northwest corner. The street curbs to the 
east and south side of the building are painted yellow, indicating "No Park-
ing. 11 However the curb on Lowell is regularly used by postal patrons ma-
king short visits to the post office. 
At the west end of the post office on the street is a curb drop-off box, 
and off-street is a small lot intended for postal patrons. However, the lot 
is located at the farthest point possible away from the entrance to the post 
office, and consequently the lot is seldom used. Rather the curbs on both 
sides of Lowell in front of the post office are used, although they are both 
painted yellow and are approaches to curb drop-off boxes. 
Admittedly the curbside boxes are not extremely convenient for mo-
torists with no passengers, and the boxes can prove difficult to use for some 
persons. Also, they only facilitate drop-off of mail, not pick-up. 
The use of the curb in front of the post office can prove hazardous &.s 
the turnover rate is high, it occurs close to a blind corner, and can conflict 
with westbound traffic on Lowell. 
The other accidents are basically right angle collisions in the inter-
section. Sight distance is somewhat limited by buildings and parked cars. 
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From the west approach the view to the north is unobstructed as parking 
i 
is prohibited east of the post office. To the south sight distance is ade-
quate as parking is prohibited on the west cur~ of Sycamore. 
From the east approach parked cars on the east curb of Sycamore 
can hamper visibility somewhat. Parking is not permitted the last few 
feet on Sycamore on the southeast corner, but this restriction was ob-
served to be disobeyed frequently. On the east curb of the north leg park-
ing is permitted and is used by some postal patrons during the day. 
Traffic volumes at this intersection are about 2200 and 2600 on the 
north and south legs of Sycamore and 1500 and 3300 on the east and west 
legs of Lowell. Nearly all traffic from the south continues north or turns 
left, with nearly equal split. From the north most traffic turns right or 
continues through, again nearly equally. From the east, nearly all traffic 
proceeds straight. From the west, most traffic turns right or goes straight 
in nearly equal amounts, while some 15% turns north. 
These traffic volumes and the accident history do not appear to war-
rant any change in controls at this time. However it is recommended that 
special no parking zones be instituted as shown in FIGURE 34, and enforced. 
The no parking in front of the Post Office should either be supplemented with 
signing and be enforced, or 5 minute parking should be permitted. The exist-
ing no parking on the east curb of the south leg should be enforced and addi-
tional no parking zones be instituted as shown. 
The unfortunate layout of the Post Office site contributes to the traffic 
and minor congestion at this location. Discussions with the Postmaster 
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indicated that solutions and improvements were considered, but that none 
were found. This location may warrant signalization if volume and delays 
increase and accidents are a continuing problem. Accident records were 
not complete enough to determine if 1973 was an extraordinary year in 
terms of accidents. 
Lowell Avenue and Blossom Street. Although five accidents occurred 
in the vicinity of this inter section in 1974, they are scattered in location and 
varied in type. No pattern amenable to reduction could be identified and no 
significant traffic 'control deficiencies were observed. It is recommended 
that the parking lot on the southeast corner be marked with the appropriate 
green and white parking signs. 
Lowell Avenue and Elm Street. Five accidents were recorded in 1973 
and one in 1974 at this location. Four of these involved cars backing out of 
or leaving drives on the north side of the east leg. No improvements are 
readily apparent which would discourage backing onto the street from these 
drives. 
At the intersection proper, no deficiencies were noted. Traffic volumes 
and accidents do not warrant any change in intersection controls at this time. 
Thomas and Clarinda Avenues. There were seven accidents in 1973 
and five in 1974 at this multi-legged intersection. Five occurred in the inter-
section proper while the others involved angle and parallel parking at scattered 
locations. Three of the five mid-intersection accidents involved vehicles from 
the northwest approach of Clarinda Avenue. 
Five of the six legs of this intersection are required to stop. The 
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northeast approach of Clarinda is not however. This non-symmetry of 
controls is confusing and hazardous to motorists as the skewed and off-
set geometries of the various legs plus the width of Clarinda and Thomas 
Avenues results in a great expanse of paving. Within this large area it 
is possible for motorists to lose their orientation. In addition a large 
number of potential conflicts are possible. Moreover, a motorist on any 
approach must scan over 120° from left to right to check for conflicting 
traffic. 
One step towards the simplification of this intersection would be the 
closing of Sycamore Street as recommended in The Comprehensive Plan. 
The City will have to determine if such action is still practical and desira-
ble from a planning standpoint. 
As far as intersection controls are concerned, traffic volumes and 
accidents are not great enough to warrant what would have to be a more 
costly than usual type of signal installation. The cost of signal control and 
the ensuing delays to what is presently not a heavily travelled intersection 
are not justified under existing conditions. 
The followl.ng recommendations are made in the interest of uniformity 
and safety. The east approach of Thomas Avenue should have a 30 inch stop 
sign mounted seven feet high for adequate visibility to approaching motorists. 
A 30 inch stop sign should be installed on the southeast-bound leg of Clarinda. 
This wo':lld bring about uniformity of controls at the inter section. All 
six stop signs should then have supplementary white -on-red plates (Rl-4) 
bearing the legend 11 All Way 11 installed below them. 
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These changes will not eliminate the geometric difficulties Qf this 
intersection. Eventually, a three-phase signal installation may be the 
cost-effective solution. 
Clearances. Certain clearan ces along curbs should be observed 
from drives, alleys, and streets to allow adequate space for vehicle 
maneuvers, proper sight distances, and safe pedestrian crossings. Such 
clearances are summarized graphically in FIGURE 35. It is recommended 
these guides be applied at various locations where proper clearances are 
not in effect. 
Sheridan Avenue. This is the principal street of the City in terms of 
pedestrian and vehicular activity. The four block stretch from Railroad St. 
to Sycamore accounted for about 14% of the accidents which occurred in 1973 
and 1974, or about 85 accidents in a two year period. 
About two-thirds of these were related to the angle parking on Sheridan 
Avenue, and another ten were rear -end accidents. The rest were varied in 
type. 
Although the accident collision diagrams in the APPENDIX are aggre-
gated by intersection , the fact is that none of the intersections in the down-
town area on Sheridan Avenue has a significant intersection related accident 
experience. That is to say that very few accidents occurred in the middle of 
the intersection. Rather, the approaches t o the intersections are the areas 
of critical accident experience. 
Typical accident types are as fo llows: 
1. Rear end collisions. 
2. Angle-parked vehicle backing into moving vehicle. 
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3. Angle-parked vehicle backing into vehicle stopped for a 
signal. 
4. Angle -parked vehicle backing into vehicle across the street 
also leaving a stall. 
5. Parking vehicle hitting an angle -parked vehicle. 
As was described in PART III under the existing traffic conditions, 
numerous conflicts arise between angle parked vehicles and the pas sage 
of traffic. These conflicts which contribute both to conge.stion and accident 
potential are not reiterated here. 
The basic conflict, and that which most clearly evidences itself in the 
accident reports is the difficulty of the parked cars in backing out of the stalls. 
Field tests showed this to be a difficult procedure during daytime hours when 
the adjacent vehicles were sedans. But when pick-up trucks, campers, or 
station wagons were next to the unparking vehicle, the maneuver was a blind 
and hazardous one. 
Not only is the angle parking an operational problem in its own right, 
but its extensive usage contributes to lessened visibility at the intersections. 
Angle parking is allowed on nearly every foot of curb except for corner radii, 
and for the first stall in each direction of a block which is a parallel-type 
stall. Such clearances are inadequat e. 
The angle par king, while providing maximum par king at a minimum 
distance from stores is in fact a great disservice to motorists in terms of 
accident exposure, good circulation, driving comfort and convenience, and 
in accident costs. Angle parking accident rates are typically 2 to 4 times 
those of parallel parking. 
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In light of these facts it is recommended that the angle parking on 
Sheridan Avenue be removed and replaced by parallel parking in a scheme 
similar to that in FIGURE 36. The parallel parking is in a tandem arrange-
ment which allows easier access and egress to the stall. 
Revision of the inter section corners as suggested serves to define 
the intersection, lessen pedestrian crossing distances, and shelter the 
parallel parking. Between intersections, wide travel lanes will be pro-
vided. Alternately, an island planted with shrubbery or flowers could be 
constructed. Additionally, if the new corners are installed, curb cuts for 
wheel-chairs should be included. These larger corners would also provide 
space for planters, benches, and other beautification features, selected so 
as not to obstruct visibility at intersections. 
The removal of the angle parking is made in cognizance of the fact 
that in a typical block on Sheridan Avenue, the available supply of parking 
would be reduced from 46 spaces to 20 spaces per block. In the four blocks 
from Railroad to Sycamore, this would amount to about 100 spaces. 
The recommendation to remove angle parking is in conformance with 
The Comprehensive Plan. Moreover, the net loss of spaces would be less 
than 100 as under -utilized side street parking and city lots could pick up 
part of the slack~ It is clear, though, that other actions are necessary in 
conjunction with this recommendation. 
The City should pur sue the feasibility of acquiring additional conve-
nient off-street parking, and more importantly, revise and update tll;e street 
plan for the downtown ar~a. The original concept is still essentially sound 
and feasible, but more recent thinking should be injected into it. 
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FIGURE 36 
Special consideration is required at the intersection of Sheridan 
and Clarinda Avenues, and Blossom Street. The signal controls here 
give both Blossom and Clarinda a green indication simultaneously, a 
hazardous feature. As Blossom Avenue carries only about 300 vehicles 
per day into the intersection from the south, a treatment as shown in 
FIGURE 37 is recommended. Any northbound traffic would be required 
to turn southeast onto Clarinda Avenue. 
This modification simplifies intersection control, lessens conflicts 
and hazards, and still permits adequate circulation. 
In conjunction with the recommendation to replace angle parking with 
parallel parking, some discussion of S. H. 48 is appropriate. The City re-
cently pursued the relocation of this highway from Sheridan Avenue to Fer-
guson Avenue. However, the cost of upgrading Ferguson Avenue to suitable 
standa~ds proved prohibitive. 
Other routings are possible. One is to continue the routing south on 
Center Street to Nishna Rd, then west to U. S. 59. A second is to continue 
south on Center Street to newS. H. 2. Either of these are feasible, but run 
through residential areas and past schools. The merit of pursuing them must 
be determined at the local level. 
Besides Sheridan Avenue, angle parking is also found on Clarinda 
Avenue and Thomas Avenue. The eventual removal of angle parking on these 
streets is also recorrtmended, and would comply also with The Comprehensive 
Plan. As evidenced by the accident collision diagram for Thomas Avenue 
at Elm Street, the inherent accident potential of angle parking is beginning 
to show itself. 
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For the short term, replacement of the angle parking on these 
~~ · 
streets should not occur, as the loss of these additional spaces without 
adequate replacement is not practical or logical. 
In the long run, however, provision of off-street parking for the 
bulk of parking demands is recommended. In this way, the streets can 
better serve their principal purpose of circulating traffic and their sec-
ondary purpose of vehicle storage in the form of parallel parking. 
The signal controls on Sheridan and Thomas Avenues are the pre-
timed type operating on a 50 -second cycle with 25 seconds allocated to 
each of two phases (22 sec. green and 3 sec. amber). With the delays 
and interruptions to smooth traffic flow, no progression of traffic is 
feasible, and from observation no attempt is made to improve flow on 
Sheridan in less congested hours. 
For immediate implementation it is recommended that the signal 
lenses be cleaned as some are quite dirty. This should be performed on a 
quarterly basis. Also, to allow some progression of traffic in off-peak 
hours, it is recommended that the phasing of the four signalized intersec-
tions be patterned into a double -alternate system. 
In this system, one pair of the signals, say those at Maple and Elm 
Streets, would be set to give a green indication to Sheridan Avenue. The 
remaining pair of signals at Blossom and Sycamore would be set to give a 
green indication to Sheridan Avenue when the other pair of signals gives a 
red indication to Sheridan Avenue. 
The existing 50 second cycle with 50-50 split should be retained as 
it is adequate for traffic loads and provides adequate pedestrian crossing 
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time on all approaches. The use of the 'non-conforming portable No 
Left Turn sign units can be continued u.thil other recommendations are 
implemented. However, conforming No Left Turn signs should replace the 
present white-on- blue signs currently in use. Although this . constitutes a non-
conforming usage in placement and por1ability, it is felt that it is a suitable and 
practical interim solution to a predictable spot traffic operations problem. 
The recommended eventual improvement of the four signals on 
Sheridan and the two on Thomas should include new signal heads with 
12 inch lens, as well as pedestrian "Walk-Don't Walk" signals, and 
heavy duty controllers to handle these loadings. Also the controllers 
. should be capable of automatic switching to flashing operation during over-
night periods. The signal post locations may require relocation depending 
on if the corner treatment is implemented at intersections. 
Mast arms for Sheridan Avenue would represent the optimum treat-
ment for control and visibility. Their incorporation is optional from the 
traffic safety standpoint. 
Actual physical interconnection of the signals is not justified finan-
cially or operationally. Use of the double alternate system described above 
should be maintained. Again, under this schem~, while the two signals at 
Maple and Elm would give a red indication to Sheridan, those two at Blossom 
and Sycamore would give a green indication to Sheridan, and vice versa. 
The specified half-cycle offset between the two pairs of signals is 
instituted by a visual coordinating of the signals, and should be checked 
from time to time to maintain the proper offsets. 
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Other Signing and Controls 
A number of miscellaneous locations where non-conforming signs are 
used, where additional signs are needed, or where discussion of specific and 
general guidelines are indicated, were observed across the City. 
The Fire Department facilities are located on Grass Street between 
Sheridan and Lowell Avenues. To warn motorists of the possibil~ty of fire 
fighting vehicles in the vicinity, signs bearing the legend "Caution-Emergency 
Vehicle Exit" are posted on Lowell, Sheridan, and Thomas Avenues in advance 
of their intersections with Grass Street. 
These signs are 18 inch by 24 inch rectangles with white on blue legends. 
As they function as warning signs , they are not in conformance with accepted 
standards. The signs should be yellow diamonds, 30 inches on a side, with a 
legend such as 11Watch for Emergency Vehicles 11 or similar legend. 
Their placement on Lowell and Sheridan Avenues is justifiable. How-
ever, their posting on Thomas Avenue is not necessary as the emergency 
vehicle~p would be under way by that point, are equipped with their own warn-
ing devices, and do not out of necessity regularly pass this location. Although 
this route would be logically used to bypass any congestion on Sheridan Avenue, 
the installation of the warning signs at Thomas and Grass is not considered 
essential. 
It is recommended the six white-on-blue signs be removed and those 
on Lowell and Sheridan Avenue be replaced by the yellow warning signs previous-
ly described. 
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Other minor recommendations refer to two speed limit signs on Center 
Street. It is recommended the 25 mph speed limit sign just north of Anna 
Crose H~ghway be replaced with a larger 24 inch by 30 inch sign of identical 
~ ~ 
legend, or that the existing sign be cleaned and mounted according to guidelines. 
It is important this sign be legible and visible as it constitutes a reduction in 
speed and the area is residential. 
At the other end of Center Street north of Ferguson Ave., the south-
bound speed limit is 45 mph. In light of the less than optimum geometries of 
the intersection of Ferguson Ave. and Center Street, the multiple track rail 
crossings one block south and the 25 mph speed limit posted south of Wabash 
Street, it is recommended that an intermediate speed zone of 35 mph be insti-
.. 
tuted through the intersection. The 45 mph zone should be posted at the north 
city limits, and the 35 mph zone should begin approximately 350 feet north of 
the intersection. 
Also, no parking signs should be installed on Center Street south of 
Nishna Road to Colonial Ave. as the roadway section to conform to the pro-
hibition to the north. 
Curb parking restrictions are often required on arterial streets and 
are generally accepted. However, prohibition of curb parking on collector 
streets and other travelled streets in residential areas often stir opposition. 
The basic conflict is between on-street storage of vehicles and the safe 
and efficient movement of traffic on that street. Basically, priority should be 
given to the movement of traffic if the street is designated as a collector, or 
if the street is otherwise carrying a noticeable amount of traffic. 
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Ideally, streets are constructed to a width suitable for the a.znount 
of traffic expected to use them. Sometimes, however, traffic is induced to 
travel a street for which provision was not made. 
In this event, several options are possible. The traffic can be re-
.• 
routed, which often is not practical. The street can be widened, in which 
case cost and the source of financing become issues. Lastly, curb parking 
can be removed from one or both sides as necessary, in which instance the 
protest of abutting property owners \is. often aroused. 
This last option also can prove questionable if the abutting properties 
have no driveways and the owners rely on on-street storage of their vehicles. 
This discussion points out the need for the formulation and implemen-
tation of a street thoroughfare plan, with revisions made as necessary to 
assure a reasonable and sufficient distribution of the different classes of streets. 
By so doing, the conflicts described above can be avoided. 
Report 3 of The Comprehensive Plan delineates acceptable cross- section 
standards for various categories of streets. In most cases a minimum street 
width of 30 feet as indicated is desirable from the standpoint of vehicular and 
pedestrian safety, street maintenance, and snow removal. 
Generally, on streets 26 to 31 feet wide, two sided parking is acceptable 
so long as traffic is light. If the traffic is heavier, with the street designated 
as a collector, one- sided parking is recommended. 
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Optimally, the widths of city streets would conform to standards 
proposed by the American Society of State Highway and Transportation 
Officials (AASHTO). These standards call for traffic lanes of twelve 
feet in width, and parking lanes of eight fe et in width. 
Consequently, a street with two lanes of traffic and one lane of 
parking would require 32 feet of driveable width. For two-way traffic 
with parking on both sides of the street, a total width of 40 feet would be 
necessary, according to these standards. 
Such street widths represent the optimum situation. Oftentimes, 
these standards are sacrificed to varying degrees by local zoning or 
development regulations because of constraints in the financing of street 
improvements, local desire to encourage new development, the history 
of street widths typically permitted, and other factors. 
The importance of planning extensions of existing collector and 
arterial streets into new areas of development is vitally important to 
forestall future traffic bottlenecks , and instances of excessive traffic 
utilizing streets whi-ch are intended primarily for local type traffic. 
Delineation of future major streets, and their physical design as well, 
is recommended. 
Several problem areas regarding existing streets and usage of their 
width for traffic and parking are discus sed as follows: 
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Part of Monroe Street at the east end of Sheridan Avenue is on the 
city major street system as a connector to Farnham Street. Additionally, 
South Monroe serves to disperse traffic heading south from Sheridan Ave. 
Presently two-sided parking is permitted on a street only 24 feet wide. Field 
checks revealed that few houses on the east side of Monroe and these have 
drives. Therefore it is recommended that parking be prohibited on the east 
side of Monroe between Carter Street and Thomas Ave. in the interest of 
safer an<l smoother movement of vehicles. 
Cottage Street is a short street running one block between Elm and 
Maple Streets south of Nishna Road. It is an asphaltic surfaced street of 
irregular width averaging about 20 feet. The gravel and grass shoulder ap-
pears to be used irregularly by abutting property owners. No urgent need to 
prohibit parking on one side was noted, but if parking infringes substantially 
on paved part of the street restriction of parking on one side n1ay be justified. 
Vista Ave. from Surnrn.it Ave. to Pioneer Ave. has 30 feet of roadway 
and presently no parking restrictions are in force. South of Nishna Road, the 
properties have large drives and the density of dwelling units is 4 per acre. 
North of Nishna Road, however, the properties have no drives and the density 
is 7 lots per acre. Consequently, the d~mand for on- street parking in this 
section can be expected to be greater on both colm.ts. 
The conflict arises in that Vista Drive connects the newer subdivisions 
and the high school to Clarinda Ave. which provides the most direct access 
to downtown and many parts of the city. Two-sided parking on a 30 foot street 
leaves about 14 feet of through travel space. According to The Comprehensive 
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Plan, East Street was suggested to be extended south of Nishna Road as a 
collector street into the newer residential areas and south to Anna Crose 
Highway. However, the street system has not developed this way. 
One option is to widen the street six feet to provide two travel lanes 
and curb parking. This would be costly and could not be justified at present. 
Thus the decision is reduced to one of whether or not curb parking should be 
removed from one side of the street. If it can be shown that one curb will 
provide · sufficient storage space for vehicles, w:ithout creating undue incon-
venience or hardship to those persons losing curb parking, then removal of 
parking on one curb is suggested. 
Pierson Drive is a cul-de-sac off Sunset Blvd. With only 23 feet of 
width, two- sided parking should not be permitted. This would allow easy 
access by emergency vehicles and facilitate street maintenance. 
Crescent Street is 30 feet wide and serves properties with 44 to 50 
foot frontages. The street is extensively used for parking, especially over-
night. This leaves a 14 foot area for traffic. As Crescent is not a through 
street and the on-street parking seems necessary, parking prohibition does 
not seem warranted. Although,_ two opposing cars have to proceed slowly if 
two- sided parking is present, emergency vehicles can pass through the area. 
Snow removal and street sweeping would be accomplished less than desirably, 
but residents will have to sacrifice this to some extent for the parking. 
North Center Street between Valley and Wabash Avenues has 30 feet 
of travel space with parking prohibited on the west curb. This leaves space 
for two 12 foot traffic lanes which is adequate. Parking regulations here ap-
pear satisfactory. 
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Another block where parking is a concern is Elm Street between Valley 
and Lowell Avenues. Here angle parking is found on the west curb and par-
allel parking is allowed on the east curb. This combination of parJ~ing leaves 
a travel space of about 15 feet. This is quite a narrow space for two-way 
traffic especially near to the downtown area. However, the spaces are relied 
upon greatly for mainly employee parking at nearby businesses, and the turn-
over rate is low. Also , a traffic count indicated the daily traffic at about 
400 v ehicles per day, a low figure. Also, accident experience is minimal. 
Therefore, no change in regulations is considered a necessity from the traffic 
safety standpoint. 
Another area of lesser importance concerns the installation of object 
markers (Type 1 or Type 3, Section 3C-l). These are recommended at sev-
eral locations to warn motorists of obstructions along various roadways. These 
locations are: 
1) On the bridge abutments on Northwest Road just south of 
Ferguson Ave. 
2) On the bridge over Johnson Run at Mitchell Street. 
3) On the bridge over Johnson Run at Sunset Blvd. 
4) On the tree in Mitchell Street near Park Ave. 
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Administration and Records 
A number of additional recommendations which do not fall in the realm 
of operational or physical improvements can be made regarding administration 
and records. 
It appears that several bodies are involved at one time or another with 
some aspects of traffic controls, regulation, and enforcement in Shenandoah: 
the City Council, Street Department, Police Department, and City Manager. 
Since investigation of need, cooperation between :lnvolved parties, proper de-
sign, and adequate installation are all important in implementing traffic mea-
sures, it is recommended that the City follow the documentation in the MUTCD 
regarding traffic control devices, and suggested that proposed additions or re-
visions to traffic controls be reviewed by the appropriate parties as to need and 
suitability. The City should obtain a copy of the MUTCD and consult it as neces-
sary. 
Grade school children should have proper school crossing procedures 
e~plainefi to th~m and should be made familiar with the newer crosswalk signing. 
Similarly, motoriests likewise should be made aware of new signing and its 
usage, possibly through newspaper articles. 
It is recommended that a record be kept of traffic control devices and 
their location. This can easily be accomplished using a large scale map of the 
city on which the location, size, and type of signs is recorded. In this way, re-
placement of a missing sign is expedited as its exact location and type are readily 
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available. Supplementary records regardi:hg repairs, replacements, vanda-
lisms, and dates would be desirable, but is not specified. 
Accident records are an invaluable tool in examining the operational 
safety of an intersection and determining and identifying geometric or opera-
tional deficiencies. For this reason, procedures for the proper and complete 
filling out of accident forms should be encouraged within the Police Department. 
This includes a good description of the location of the accident if it did not occur 
in an intersection by referring to street address, parking meter number, or 
other landmark. 
More complete follow-up on actual damages to vehicles and personal 
property would allow a determination of the true costs of accidents at a particu-
lar location or city wide. The new accident report forms, although longer and 
more time-consuming, will facilitate future accident investigations, provided 
all the needed data has been properly recorded. 
Presently, the accident repor t s are filed by report number, which pro-
vides a generally chronological sequence. This is supplemented by a eros s-
reference card file which yields the date and number of accidents at a general 
location, as previously described in PART III of this report. 
It is recommended that the cross -reference file be revised as described 
in the Traffic Engineering Handbook, pages 229 and 230. The system would 
still be based on accident locations, but would allow more precise location filing 
of the accidents. 
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In this instance, the location file would be an alphabetical card file of 
street names. Primary guide cards bearing the name of the street that comes 
first alphabetically followed by secondary guide cards bearing the name of the 
. 
intersecting street, or block numbers for mid-block segments. On these 
secondary cards, would be recorded the year and report number of accidents 
which occurred at that cross street or that midblock segment. 
An accident pin map is maintained in the Police Department. However, 
it is recommended that the pin map be photographed at the close of each year. 
A large, good quality print should be kept on file for reference and comparison 
to other years. 
Also, it is recommended that the actual accident report forms be kept 
on file for a five-year period. The space required is not excessive, and the 
availability of several years of past accident records will permit more thorough 
traffic accident investigations, should the occasion arise, or should the acci-
dent experience at a certain location warrant detailed study. 
Guide signing on city streets takes two forms. The first is the street 
name signing, which was observed to be fairly complete. It is recommended 
at locations without the street signing or other locations where the older signing 
is illegible that proper signing be installed and conform in style and appearance 
with the green and white signing now predominantly in use. 
The other guide signing provides directional information to motorists 
regarding the location of local attractions or points of interest. Presently 
I . 
this type of signing is found at several locations including Center Street at 
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Sheridan, Nishna 1at Elm, and Center at Clarinda. This signing gives directions 
to the downtown area and to various numbered highways in the area. The signing 
is old, illegible, and damaged for the most part. It is recommended that direc-
tional signs in this condition be removed as they do not function properly and 
serve only to clutter the street. 
Should the City find such signing desirable to assist visitors to the City, 
it is suggested that consideration be given to points of interests and access routes 
in planning the location and usage of these additional guide signs. 
Their location should not interfere with the visibility or operation of other 
traffic controls, and their placement should not be such to induce hazardous 
turning maneuvers. Also their appearance should conform to the guidelines of 
the MUTCD. 
In a similar vein a series of signs is located around town and is intended 
to provide a drivin g tour of the City. The use of these signs is acceptable so 
long as they do no t impair the effec tiveness of traffi c control signing. It is 
suggested that the signing on the route be field checked for completeness and 
legibility to avoid the possibility of a v i siting motories t getting lost on city 
streets. 
The City is to be commended for the use of the greep. and white parking 
signs used to call attention to off -s tree t parking lots. Such signing can reduce 
confusion and unnecessary circulation o n the we ll-traveled downtown streets. 
A useful addition to the city ordinances would be one providing for mini-
mum sight d i stances at intersecti ons. Su ch an ordinance generally regulates 
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the height of vegetation and fencing within a certain area on each corner of an 
intersection. Generally this area is triangular, with the two equal legs extend-
ing 30 feet back from the corner of the r i ghts -of-way. 
Such an ordinance is not intended to be used indiscriminantly, but rather 
as a device to develop minimal sight distance at locations where a hedge, tree 
branches, or fences obscure visibility of cross street trq.ffic or of traffic signs. 
A copy of the City of Omaha ordinance relating to this matter may be found in 
the APPENDIX. 
Additionally, it is recommended that City ordinances be updated as ne-
cessary as a result of implementing the changes and improvements contained 
in this study. 
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PART V 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPLEMENTATION 
The preceding parts of this report have dealt with existing traffic 
operations on city streets, and with the formulation of certain improve-
ments and modifications for the betterment of public safety and the re-
duction of accidents. 
These recommendations require implementation, though, to effect 
their improvements in safety. Implementation requires a schedule or 
priority listing of improvements as well as suitable funding. 
Monies for traffic control improvements such as those contained in 
this report can come from several sources. Funds are available on a re-
imbursement basis, 70o/o Federal funds and 30o/o local matching funds, for 
street construction projects, traffic control devices and other improvements 
on City streets which are on the Federal Aid Urban System (FADS). As de-
scribed in PART III, much of the arterial and collector street mileage in 
the City is on this system. Consequently, many improvements on these 
streets could qualify for FADS funds. 
The City also receives a portion of the state gas tax funds which are 
applicable to various street, roadway, and control improvements in the 
City. 
~other <;ategory of funding is the categorical grants established by 
Title II of the Federal - Aid Highway Act of 1973. The grants fall into five 
different groups. 
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The first four cover pavement markings, hazardous locations, 
roadside obstacles, and railroad crossings on Federal-Aid routes. 
The fifth group is the Local Roads 230 Program, which can be uti-
lized for a wide range of improvements including signing, signals, cor-
rection of high hazard locations, removal of obstacles, and elimination of 
railroad hazards. These funds are applicable to any local streets other 
than those that are part of the Federal-Aid system, but have been interpreted 
to include intersections at which at least one street is not on the Federal Aid 
system. All five of these grant types are 90% Federal funding with 10% lo-
cal matching funds. 
An additional source for financing improvernents is local City fund-
ing. These monies would best be utilized as matching local funds to any 
categorical grants or Federal Aid monies for which the City might apply. 
The Local Roads 230 Program funds would appear to be the most 
expeditious and efficient source of funding. It is recommended the City 
pursue this avenue for funding and implementation of study recommenda-
tions. The Local Roads 230 Program is administered by the Intergovern-
mental Department of the Iowa State Highway Commission. 
The principal recommendations contained in this report are sum.-
marized in the following priority listing. Cost estimates given are for 
improvements and modifications as described in the text or specified in 
the supplemental FIGURES. 
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TABLE 2 
PRIORITY LISTING AND COST ESTIMATES 
Priority Recommendation 
1. Administration and Records - procedural 
actions as described in PART IV. 
2. Establish double alternate progression on 
Sheridan Avenue signals; clean signal 
lenses on Sheridan and Thomas. 
3. Determine maintenance responsibility at 
railroad eros sings; repair eros sing surface. 
4. School eros sing controls and related signing -
as shown in FIGURES 11-17 and discussion 
in PART IV. 
5. Investigation by City of additional off-street 
parking facilities. 
6. Institute proper street, alley, and drive clear-
ances as shown in FIGURE 35. 
7. Replace angle parking on Sheridan Avenue in 
downtown area with tandem parallel parking. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
Signing and regulatory changes at Sycamore 
and Lowell, and Thomas and Clarinda. 
City-wide intersection signing changes - as 
shown in FIGURE 19, GROUP A (net cost of 
additional signing needed). 
Intersection signing and minor geometric im-
provements as indicated in FIGURES 20-29. 
Improvements at U. S. 59 and Fer guson, 
U. S. 59 and Valley, Sheridan and Iowa · 
(high accident locations). 
Improvements at U. S. 59 and Thomas 
(FIGURE 32) 
Other signing and controls, including warning 
signs near fire sta ti.on, parking prohibitions, 
and objeGt markers 
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Cost 
$1,500 
$ 150 
$ 200 
$ 900 
$2,800 
$ 250 
$1,400 
$ 700 
TABLE 2 - CONT'D 
Priority Recommendation 
14. Sign and signal improvements at U. S. 59 
and Nishna Road: 
15. 
16. 
Signing and mast arm signal 
intersection signing changes as shown in 
FIGURE 19, GROUP B 
Install signal controls and signing at Sheridan 
and U. S. 59 as shown in FIGURE 31. 
17. Construct new corners at Sheridan Avenue 
intersections of Maple, Elm, Blossom, and 
Sycamore as shown in FIGURES 36 and 37. 
18. Update six signal installations on Sheridan 
and Thomas Avenues in the downtown as dis-
cussed in PART IV. Mast arm installations 
on Sheridan Avenue would cost an additional 
$14,000 
19. Remove angle parking on Clarinda and Thomas 
Avenue as suitable off-street parking becomes 
available. 
The total sum of all costable recommendations is $95, 500. 
Cost 
$2, 100 
$1,000 
$22. 000 
$5,500 
$57,000 
Certain recommendations are given high priority because their imple-
mentation can be begun without great cost. A number of recommendations 
can be combined when applications for funding are made. 
For example, all costed recommendations in priority items 1 through 
15 total to $11,0 00, and together would comprise a package of improvements 
which would have city-wide benefits to traffic safety. Items 17 and 18 should 
probably be performed concurrently. 
There are other lesser recommendations which do not appear in TABLE 
2 or are referred to only generally. The text of PART IV should be consulted 
with regard to these recommendations. 
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APPENDIX 
Accident Collision Diagrams 
Traffic Flow Diagrams 
Intersection Visibility Ordinance 
School Crossings: A Comment 
List of References 
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4 1£ SIPE SWIPE 
+-vv'- OUT OF CONTROL VEHICLE 
D1 8 4. FATAL. ACCIDENT 
~ PERSONAL. INJURY 
• 4 PROPERTY DAMAGE ONLY 
STREET THDMA!S 
. TIME: A=A.M. P=P.M. 
PAVEMENT: D=DRY I=ICY W=WET 
WEATHER: C=CLEAR F=FOG R=RAIN 
. S=SNOW SL.=SUEET 
CL•CLOUDY 
ACCIDENT 
COLLISION DIAGRAM 
LOCATION VHEe!D~ 4 IOWA 
INDICATE 
NORTH 
c.D q :oo Pl"1 
£3-18-7:7 
.. , .. 
-.1 __/f 
cP fj :iffj pfvf 
d 1-zs-74 ~0 /0:4:7 P/VJ / 7-z6-7~ L 
• • c..o b:z.o p}-1 
5-4-73 
CO I I: 00 P.,r ~__,., 
I:J- /h-74 . 
LEGEND 
4 ))>') M.V. BACKING 
4 M. V. MOV1NG AHEAD 
• - - - - PEDESTRIAN 
~ PARKEO(ING) VEHICLE 
0 FIXED OBJECT 
4 ~ REAR END COLLISION 
4 1€ SIDE SWIPE 
_j C.W ~:?JO PM 7--q-73 
.CD f3 : BS AM ~ q-zh-74 
. ~ 
~.D f:/:00 PM 
b-14-74 
. TIME: A=A.M. P=P.M. 
c:.c:> 10:-zo ,AI...I1 
___ e-zs - -73 
~ ,.,. 
CD ~:zo P!v"/ 
IC-!D-73 
STREET S HEf21DAN 
~ O.UT OF CONTROL VEHICLE 
C. 8 4 FATAL ACCIDENT 
~ PERSONAL INJURY 
PAVEMENT: D=DRY I=ICY W=WET 
WEATHER: C=CLEAR F=FOG R=RAIN 
S=SNOW SL=SLEET 
~ 4 PROPERTY DAMAGE ONLY CL•CLOUDY 
ACCIDENT 
COLLISION DIAGRAM 
LOCATION SYC.AMO!Z.E..- VALLEY PERIQQ __ ;q_7_'5_-_; q_7_4-___ _ 
INDICATE 
NORTH 
;z.w 131 le? PM 
q .. zb - 7~ 
CD q~07 PM """ 
/Z-4-74- J • 
LEGEND 
4 ))>) M.V. BACKING 
~ M. V. MOVING AHEAD 
• - - - - PEDESTRiAN 
~ PARKED(ING) VEHICLE 
0 FIXED OBJECT 
~ t4 REAR END COLLISION 
~If SIDE SWIPE 
. C.O tif-tOO P;V! 
!3-17-78 
4-CJ-74-
. TIME: A=A.M. P=P.M. 
FW 7tZ3 AM 
8-1@-74-
STREET VAL-L-EX 
+v'\.r- OUT OF CONTROL VEHICLE PAVEMENT: D=DRY I=ICY W=WET 
WEATHER: C=CLEAR F=FOG R=RAIN C. 8 4 FATAL ACCIDENT 
~ PERSONAL INJURY . S=SNOW SL=SLEET 
~ 4 PROPERTY DAMAGE ONLY ClaCLOUDY 
ACCIDENT 
COLLISION DIAGRAM 
LOCATION ELM - Tf-IOMAf? 
INDICATE 
NORTH 
~D /: /0 P /vt 
7-1/ - 73 
6W 1 1 ~30 AM 
~-ZZ-74 
,ew /Z -:30 PM 
e-7-7.3 
LEGEND 
~ >>>> M.V. BACKING 
~ M.V. MOVING AHEAD 
• - - - - PEDESTRIAN 
~ PARKEO(ING) VEHICLE 
0 FIXED OBJECT 
~ ~ REAR END COLLISION 
~ 1€ SIDE SWIPE 
+vv'- OUT OF CONTROL VEHICLE 
.. 8 4 FATAL ACCIDENT 
~ PERSONAL INJURY 
~ 4 PROPERTY DAMAGE ONLY 
PERIOD ;q7 3 - ;q74 
C6 1 5;08 PM 
/-4- 7 3 
. TIME: A= A.~. P =P.M. 
::31 1:10PM 
/-!0- 74-
PAVEMENT: D=DRY ~=ICY W=WET 
WEATHER: C=CLEAR F=FOG R=RAIN 
. S=SNOW SL=SUEET 
CL•CLOUDY 
C-D b :55 P/v. 
5-?!3 - 73 
ACCIDENT 
COLLISION DIAGRAM 
LOCATION 7'/-10/V!_A :::~ - CL.!-I!Zif-· / OA PERIQQ_....;,/....;.'1..;..1~3-.;,.,.;!Cf....;.i """"f ___ _ 
co J ;?:; PIV/ 
Z.- JS-7'8 
:Pi /.:..e_ 
-- --... 
C.L- w 7/!3() 
AM 12--31-74-
C.-0 12- : ICJ Plv-1 
~-Z/- 73 
STREET THOMA'S 
LEGEND 
4 )))) M.V. BACKING 
~ M. V. MOVING AHEAD 
• - - - - PEDESTRIAN 
~ PARKED (lNG) VEHICLE 
0 FIXED OBJECT 
~ t4 REAR END COlliSION 
~ If SIDE SWIPE 
+vv'- OUT OF CONTROL VEHICLE 
C. 8 4 FATAL ACCIDENT 
~ PERSONAL INJURY 
~ 4 PROPERTY DAMAGE ONLY 
INDICATE 
NORTH 
9 
. TIME: A=A.M. P=P.M. 
c. x sue PW1 
/- !Z -7.3 
PAVEMENT: D=DRY I= ICY W=WET 
WEATHER: C=CLEAR F=FOG R=RAIN 
- S=SNOW SL=SUEET 
CL•CLOUDY 
t..D :z; I o Pl'v1' 
7-/8-·· 74-
ACCIDENT 
COLLISION DIAGRAM 
LOCATION · LOWELL- EL;Vt 
INDICATE 
NORTH 
J 
PERIOD-....:1~9...;.7...:::;3_-..;...;q..;....;..7...;.4 __ _ 
C.D /1:00AM 
4 -;,7-7~ 
c., W ?r ;tg; PM 
e..--:L..--.-- IZ -! b - 7 3 
C-0 2:~8PM 
4-!9-74-
C../ 1'!0 PM 
~ 
LEGEND 
4 >>>> M.V BACKING 
4 M. V. MOVING AHEAD 
• - - - - PEDESTRIAN 
~ PARKED {lNG) VEHICLE 
0 FIXED OBJECT 
4 t4 REAR END COLLISION 
4 ~ · SIDE SWIPE 
+vv'- OUT OF CONTROL VEHICLE 
C.84 FATAL ACCIDENT 
~ PERSONAL INJURY 
~ 4 PROPERTY DAMAGE ONLY 
. TIME: A= A.M. P =P.M. 
1-
LLJ 
w 
o= 
1-(/) 
C-0 Jr45 PM 
~4-21-7..3 
STREET LOWE L l-
PAVEMENT: D=DRY I=ICY W=WET 
WEATHER: C=CLEAR F=FOG R=RAJN 
S=SNOW SL=SLEET 
ClaCLOUDY 
ACCIDENT 
COLLISION DIAGRAM 
INDICATE 
NORTH 
LEGEND 
. 4 >>>> M.V. BACKING 
4 . M. V. MOV1NG AHEAD 
• - - - - PEDESTRIAN 
~ PARKED (lNG) VEHICLE 
0 FIXED ·oBJECT 
~ t4 REAR END COLLISION 
4 1€ SIDE SWIPE 
+vv'- OUT OF CONTROL VEHICLE 
C. 8 4 FATAL ACCIDENT 
-+0+-- PERSONAL INJURY 
~ 4 PROPERTY DAMAGE ONLY 
PERIQO_.-__ ;....;.q_7.;...3_-_;q_74-__ _ 
6W 6~55PM 
Z-ZI-74-
~L- C? /V'!4£? AM 
. 4·10~ 74 
STREET LO/AI£LL 
~ 
\\) § 
1\'S 
~ 
LLJ 
w 
/ - 1'2--74- ' 
: ~ 
TIME: A= A.M. P=P.M. 
PAVEMENT: D=DRY I= ICY W=WET 
WEATHER: C=CLEAR F=FOG R=RAIN 
. S=SNOW SL=SLEET 
CLaCLOUOY 
ACCIDENT 
COLLISION DIAGRAM 
LOCATION LOWEL-L - 6YCAM0/ZE PERIOD ;q73 - 1<774 
INDICATE 
NORTH 
CL. o z~4o ~ 
7-14--7.3 
LEGEND 
4 )))) M.V. BACKING 
4 M. V MOVING AHEAD 
• - - - - PEDESTRIAN 
~ PARKEO{ING) VEHICLE 
0 FIXED OBJECT 
4 ~ REAR END COLLISION 
4 1€ SIDE SWIPE 
~ OUT OF CONTROL VEHICLE 
C.84 FATAL ACCIDENT 
~ PERSONAL INJURY 
.. 4 PROPERTY DAMAGE ONLY 
W 5~20 PM 
11-20-73 
~---------------
. TIME: A=A.M. P=P.M. 
'1-
L&J 
w 
~ 
I-
V) 
STREET L-OWEL L 
PAVEMENT: D=DRY I=ICY W=WET 
WEATHER: C=CLEAR F=FOG R=RAJN 
. S=SNOW SL=SUEET 
CLaCLOUDY 
ACCIDENT 
COLLISION DIAGRAM 
LOCATION 6 H E r:=. tD AN""" TZA/ Lf2=.0~ PERIOO __ I"7_7..;.~_-_;q74-___ _ 
INDICATE 
NORTH 
~ . 
c.o 6130 Pfvt 
! 1- 17-73 
LEGEND 
4 ))~) M.V. BACKING 
4 M. V. MOVlNG AHEAD 
• - - - - PEDESTRIAN 
~ PARKEO (ING) VEHICLE 
0 FIXED OBJECT 
~ ~ REAR END COLLISION 
4 ~ SIDE SWIPE 
 OUT OF CONTROL VEHICLE 
C.8 4 FATAL ACCIDENT 
~ PERSONAL INJURY 
~ 4 PROPERTY DAMAGE ONLY 
c.t.... IZ ~ ~~o Ptvt 
S- 7-7:3-
C:L P 4<0 0 Pr\1 
z~·zJI/..-7.3 
;/ 
~/ IZ / ZO Plv/ 
z-q-73 
STREET S HER:.IV,A.t-..._) 
. TIME: A=A.M. P=P.M. 
....... 
LLJ 
LLJ 
0:: 
....... 
(f) 
PAVEMENT: D=DRY I=ICY W=WET 
WEATHER: C=CLEAR F=FOG R=RAJN 
. S=SNOW SL=SUEET 
CL•CLOUOV 
ACCIDENT 
COLLISION DIAGRAM 
LOCATION oHER.IDAN -- M/1PI-E PERIQO __ I_9_73_-_19_7_4-___ _ 
INDICATE 
NORTH 
CL 0 11~30 Pl'vf 
\ 
CD /0 ~ 45 P/VJ 
1?-21- 74-
c..P z;w PA.1 
fc ... l-73 
~0 8 Jf30 P M 
/2-3/-73 
STREET 6HE/ZI.DAN 
LEGEND 
4 >>>> M.V BACKING 
4 M. V. MOVING AHEAD 
• - - - - PEDESTRIAN 
~ PARKEO(ING) VEHICLE 
0 FIXED OBJECT 
~ 14 REAR .END COLLISION 
~ ¥ SIDE SWIPE 
GO //l/!7 PM 
8-29-74 
 OUT OF CONTROL VEHICLE 
. TIME: A=A.M. P=P.M. 
PAVEMENT: D=DRY I=ICY W=W~T 
WEATHER: C=CLEAR F=FOG R=RAIN C.81111 FATAL ACCIDENT 
~ PERSONAL INJURY 
. S=SNOW SL=SLEET 
• 4 PROPERTY DAMAGE ONLY CL•CLOUDY 
ACCIDENT 
COLLISION DIAGRAM 
LOCATION 6HE~ID~- ELM PERIQO_ ...... ICJ_7-.'3_-..;.../ "1_?_4-___ _ 
- c..; 8 ~oo Afv1 
-1--_.. JZ-4-74-
(_D /!tOO PtvJ 
b-ZEr74-
_ J2 I W 1~10 
.-1 1-l.0-74 
INDICATE 
NORTH 
LEGEND 
4 >>>> M.V. BACKING 
.-4P--- M. V. MOVING AHEAD 
• - - - - PEDESTRIAN 
~ PARKED (lNG) VEHICLE 
0 FIXED OBJECT 
4 ~ REAR END COLLISION 
~ If SIDE SWIPE 
C..O !7~10 PM 
8-1!5-74-
C.i-t:J e; ~ C?D .P/Vf C..O ?1.~ 4-£7 AM 
E?-S-78 7-B0-74-
aoz:zo 
2--27-7. 
"t0!3118PM 
7-Zb- 74-
U-P J:oo PM o4 , ... 
'3-l-~ CP q:5CJ Alv1 (p-1-77 
~ , ... ~ 
c.o .f:.4t::" 
PM 4 -1€';-74-
CD l~t:JOP. . C.W !3:osPM 
'8-4--7:7 /- 14--7~ 
C-t? J/jJf? AM 
3-z~-78 
fZ.W !CJ~ 80 P1V1 
11-CJ-74-
. TIME: A=A.M. P=P.M. 
~ 
-;; HE12-ID~"J 
c.o q,w AM (= s ,zo Plv/ 
8-ZCJ-73 7 - /7- 74-
 OUT OF CONTROL VEHICLE PAVEMENT: D=DRY I=ICY W=WET 
WEATHER: C=CLEAR F=FOG R=RAIN ~ 84 FATAL ACCIDENT 
PERSONAL INJURY - S=SNOW SL=SLEET 
~ 4 PROPERTY DAMAGE ONLY CL•CLOUDY 
ACCIDENT 
COLL,ISION DIAGRAM 
LOCATION SHE/ZIDA N - BLOSGOM PERIQQ __ ;q_7_~_-_; q_7-_'4 ___ _ 
INDICATE 
NORTH 
C-C/ /CJ.'C8 Alvf C..LD 8:14 
4-lq- 7 ~ P/.1 1- IB-73 
LEGEND 
4 )))) M.V. BACKING 
4 M. V. . MOVING AHEAD 
• - - - - PEDESTR1Afo4 
~ PARKED (lNG) VEHICLE 
0 FIXED OBJECT 
~ ~ REAR END COLLISION 
~ ~ SIDE SWIPE 
CD ;3 :4 9 Piv-1 
11-24-78 
C-t .. t5 I /P ~ tJO A)vt 
l -ZJ- 7.3 
CL-D 1/ltJO 
A!vl :Z·Zb -7? 
. TIME: A=A.M. P=P.M. 
c.o jl./0 
@)-~-73 
 OUT OF CONTROL VEHICLE PAVEMENT: D=DRY I=ICY W=WET 
WEATHER: C=CLEAR F=FOG R=RAJN ._I 4 FATAL ACCIDENT 
~ PERSONAL INJURY . S=SNOW SL=SLEET 
~ 4 PROPERTY DAMAGE ONLY CLaCLOUDY 
ACCIDENT 
COLLISION DIAGRAM 
LOCATION ..?HE !Z I DA;-...;- 6 'YC,AM OJZE 
INDICATE 
NORTH 
C-1 !tOO PM 
1-e?-7~ 
?0 I /14:;. A'vli C/.C7 2 1;zo 
/O-p/-7.7 ~~ PM :7-/7-7. 
.,.___..,___ 
4 ~ . 
UP 2~BOPM ~-9-74 
CLO /0~00 Pt\1 (:;O ICX~ AM f!;-7-7~ -
-i c.,o /J :;Jf?AM C.I '9 11!:7 Alvf 1-Zb-7~ ~-27-7~. /1-5-7!7 
CO /140PM 
5-4-74-
C-D !Of CO ,AM 
IZ-7-7~ 
STREET 6HEZIDAN 
LEGEND 
4 ))~) M.V. BACKING 
4 M. V. MOVING AHEAD 
• - - - - PEDESTRiAN 
~ PARKED(JNG) VEHICLE 
0 FIXED ,OBJECT 
~ ~ REAR END COLLISION 
._ I{ SIDE SWIPE 
. TIME: A=A.M. P=P.M. 
+vv'- OUT OF CONTROL VEHICLE PAVEMENT: D =DRY I= ICY W =WET 
C. I 4 FATAL ACCIDENT WEATHER: . C=CLEAR F=FOG R=RAJN 
~ PERSONAL iNJURY . S=SNOW SL=SUEET 
.. 4 PROPERTY DAMAGE ONLY CL•CLOUDY 
TRAFFIC FLOW DIAGRAMS 
VEHICULAR TRAFFIC AT . THE INTERSECTION OF 
.S .. /.1. ~8 . ' {/. s .. ~~ J ..5, J/, 2 
INDICATE · NORTH 
SH Z 
..._---:-..l.__............:c:;---- ~r--+-+---iiiiilil ~z :s z 1 s3 
~ .... -/~~¢ 
TYPE APT 
PERIOD __ /....;..f_~-~---- G -. 
S()tJJece: .r"wA .r-,;4r~ HI&#'WA'/ 
· ro Jlltf,.,, rs 1o,v 
i 
~-------------------------------------------------__j 
VEHICULAR TRAFFIC AT THE INTERSECTION OF 
t/S 59 - s11 2 (i:R&htJ.A// s7) t J#oA~As tiP&. 
INDICATE NORTH 
})I?.IVE rJitJMAS AVe. 
~/434-fl ~ 
~r-._r--.,.5:-"S--, ~ 
· -- --. -· I 
---\;;,.... ..... _ 128 99S 
------- 4 I Z. 
TYPE A~/ 
PERIOD ___ /_9_7...__:5 __ _ 
I 
___j 
VEHICULAR TRAFFIC AT THE INTERSECTION OF 
INDICATE NORTH 
Sll 48 
TYPE APT 
PERIOD ___ 1_9_7_~---
~ci(~C..C: Zc>t'"I'A srA'TC' HIGIIWA~ 
C'~M,..,/t'.I'/OIV 
SHEJe.//)AA/ AYE. 
e . . -
I 
VEHICULAR TRAFFIC AT THE INTERSECTION QF 
INDICATE . NORTH 
TYPE ADr 
PERIOD __ 1_'1_7.$ ____ _ 
VEHICULAR TRAFFIC AT THE INTERSECTION OF 
S'N«toAAI Ave:. IJ~$'SDA~ Sr. ti~A/P~ 4:. 7 , 
INDICATE NORTH 
TYPE A-PT 
PER I 00 _ ____;;/--.:..,...;..7-.....;'4-___ _ 
SOfiReG: ZdWA SrA7'E #IMW;f)" 
C.o/lf.MI ~ S'ION 
51-/ER../~4/11 AVE 
VEHICULAR TRAFF;IC AT THE INTERSECTION OF 
-rHONAS /'11/e. e- E,L~ S7: 
lNDICATE NORTH 
TJ./0/VIA s AVE: 
TYPE A /) r 
PER 100 _ _.;.,/~9_.;.,7...='5 ___ _ G . . ' ' ,. / 
VEHICULAR TRAFFIC AT THE INTERSECTION OF 
~ 
V) 
~ ~~ ~ 
'"w-...._....... . .,'~ ~ 
INDICATE NORTH 
t._oWEi-i- AV~. 
5Z 
~-'r'_J---~----t--~-+-+---~ 814- / f~> 
~ 4'1'1 
TYPE APT 
PERIOD __ /_,_7_'5 ___ _ 
VEHICULAR TRAFFIC AT T HE INT ERSECTION OF 
LoWGL'- Ave. ll BLOss~ Sr. 
INDICATE NORTH 
IS~ 
·--~~~----~~-- ~9 IZ~I 
------ I~-~-
TYPE AD/ 
PERIOD __ !_9_7.:_~---- G -' ' ... 
VEHICULAR TRAFFIC AT THE INTERSECTION OF 
INDICATE NORTH 
TYPE APT 
PERIOD __ I_'!_?_$ __ _ G . ' ' 
L _ ____ _ 
INTERSECTION VISIBILITY ORDINANCE 
The City of Omaha ordinance relating to sight distances at intersections 
appears below. Such ordinances often include restrictions on the minimum 
height of the branche qf.t.~~~:S· ............ .. .................. .. . . 
·/ 
/ 
/ 
/ . ::·:·~-:-:·:-:·:<·:-:-:-:-:-: · :-:-:::. . ................... . 
A-fA;OMUM HEIGHT 
--.---,- -- --
21.04.130 Sh.rubbt>ry near street intersection-Height. (a) lt is 
hereby declared unlawful for any person. firm or corporation to plant. 
grow, keep, or maintain, or cause to be planted. grown, kept or maintained 
any hedge, bush or shrubbery of any kind or nature more than two and 
one-half feet in height above the roadway within the triangle formed . by 
the adjacent side lines of two intersecting streets and the line joining 
points distant thirty feet on each side line from their point of intersection. 
(b) For the purpose of this section "side line'' of street , shall mean 
the property line. (Ord. 14924 ~ 56-1.13, as amended by Ord. 21423: Sep-
tember 6, 1960). 
SCHOOL CROSSINGS: A COMMENT 
(The following article by Jan Bierman was submitted as a Letter to the Editor and 
appeared in the Des Moines Register and Tribune, October 1974) 
There is no such thing as a 11 Safe route 11 , where the combination of motor vehicles 
and children occurs. Some day, by some fantastic stroke of luck , people are going 
to realize this and work toward educating children and drivers in this direction. 
A child must learn to cross the street independently -- with a healthy re~ pect for 
vehicles-- without dependency upon Adult Crossing Guards or 11Safety Bugs t ~ t which 
are available only at school times. A driver must learn to SEE what is around him 
and to watch especially for children whose traffic judgment rs-still developing. 
Parents need to spend time teaching traffic values in the home, and demonstrating 
these values in a positive way on the streets as they come into contact with traf-
fic. Licensing requirements and education of drivers need to be more thorough, 
with emphasis on children at ALL times, not just near schools or on school routes. 
Individual priorities need to be reassigned, so if any mother feels her child is 
in danger at a crossing, she will be with that child showing him what he needs to 
watch for -- for the other times and other crossings he may need to make when she 
is not there. A Crossing Guard has no more control over traffic than a parent has 
and provides the type of assistance that fosters acceptance of protection in place 
of independent learning. 
It is unrealistic to interpret 11 Safe route .. in a literal sense. It was not in-
tended to be understood in that way, and was a poor choice of words by trusting-
type officials who felt most people were of reasonable intel ligence. 
Separation of children and traffic is the only sure way to avoid tragedies. The 
next best way is to equip our kids on a round-the-clock basis through education of 
both children and drivers, along with acceptance of responsibility by those who 
really have the most to gain. 
We can educate and accomplish some long term benefits. Or we can assign more Cross-
ing Guards during school times and leave kids to t heir own resou rces after 3:45 
each school day; and ALL DAY each day throughou t week-ends and summer vacations 
which is what we're doing now to 11 protect our children ... 
It is not enough. And we need to decide if safety at school times is all we 
really care about. 
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